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T H E A D H M  C O N ST R U C T IO N  OF IN STA N TO N S  
O N  N O N C O M M U T A T IV E  SPACES
SIMON BRAIN AND WALTER D. VAN SUIJLEKOM
A b s t r a c t . We present an account of the ADHM construction of instantons on Eu­
clidean space-time R4 from the point of view of noncommutative geometry. We recall 
the main ingredients of the classical construction in a coordinate algebra format, which 
we then deform using a cocycle twisting procedure to obtain a method for constructing 
families of instantons on noncommutative space-time, parameterised by solutions to an 
appropriate set of ADHM equations. We illustrate the noncommutative construction in 
two special cases: the Moyal-Groene wold plane R| and the Connes-Landi plane R^.
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1
1. I n t r o d u c t io n
There has been a great deal of interest in recent years in the construction of instanton 
gauge fields on space-times whose algebra of coordinate functions is noncommutative. 
In classical geometry, an instanton is a connection with anti-self-dual curvature on a 
smooth vector bundle over a four-dimensional manifold. The moduli space of instantons 
on a classical four-manifold is an important invariant of its differential structure [1 2] and 
it is only natural to try to generalise this idea to the study of the differential geometry 
of noncommutative four-manifolds.
In this article we study the construction of SU(2) instantons on the Euclidean four- 
plane R4 and its various noncommutative generalisations. The problem of constructing 
instantons on classical space-time was solved by the ADHM method of [2] and conse­
quently it is known that the moduli space of (framed) SU(2) instantons on R 4 with 
topological charge k E Z  is a manifold of dimension 8k — 3. In what follows we review the 
ADHM construction of instantons on classical R4 and its extension to noncommutative 
geometry. In particular, we study the construction of instantons on two explicit examples 
of noncommutative Euclidean space-time: the Moyal-Groenewold plane Rf, whose alge­
bra of coordinate functions has commutation relations of the Heisenberg form, and the 
Connes-Landi plane R^ which arises as a localisation of the noncommutative four-sphere 
Sg constructed in [9] (cf. also [10]).
In order to deform the ADHM construction we adopt the technique of ‘functorial 
cocycle twisting’, a very general method which can be used in particular to deform the 
coordinate algebra of any space carrying an action of a locally compact Abelian group. 
Both of the above examples of noncommutative space-times are obtained in this way as 
deformations of classical Euclidean space-time: the Moyal plane Rf as a twist along a 
group of translational symmetries, the Connes-Landi plane R^ as a twist along a group 
of rotational symmetries.
Crucially, the twisting technique does not just deform space-time alone: its functorial 
nature means that it simultaneously deforms any and all constructions which are covariant 
under the chosen group of symmetries. In particular, the parameter spaces which occur 
in the ADHM construction also carry canonical actions of the relevant symmetry groups, 
whence their coordinate algebras are also deformed by the quantisation procedure. In this 
way, we obtain a method for constructing families of instantons which are parameterised 
by noncommutative spaces.
As natural as this may seem, it immediately leads to the conceptual problem of how to 
interpret these spaces of noncommutative parameters. Indeed, our quest in each case is for 
a moduli space of instantons, which is necessarily modeled on the space of all connections 
on a given vector bundle over space-time [3]. Even for noncommutative space-times, the 
set of such connections is an affine space and is therefore commutative [7]. To solve this 
problem, we adopt the strategy of [5] and incorporate into the ADHM construction the 
‘internal gauge symmetries’ of noncommutative space-time [8], in order to ‘gauge away’ 
the noncommutativity and arrive at a classical space of parameters.
The paper is organised as follows. The remainder of §1 is dedicated to a brief review 
of the algebraic structures that we shall need, including in particular the notions of 
Hopf algebras and their comodules, together with the cocycle twisting construction itself.
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Following this, in §2 and §3 we review the differential geometry of instantons from the 
point of view of coordinate algebras. We recall how to generalise these structures to 
incorporate the notions of noncommutative families of instantons and their gauge theory. 
In §4 we sketch the ADHM construction of instanton from the point of view of coordinate 
algebras, stressing how the method is covariant under the group of isometries of Euclidean 
space-time. It is precisely this covariance that we use in later sections to deform the 
ADHM construction by cocycle twisting.
This coordinate-algebraic version of the ADHM construction has in fact already been 
studied in some detail [4, 5]. In this sense, the first four sections of the present article 
consist mainly of review material. However, those earlier works studied the geometry 
of the ADHM construction from a somewhat abstract categorical point of view: in the 
present exposition, our goal is to give an explanation of the ADHM method in which we 
keep things as concrete as we are able. Moreover, the focus of these papers was on the 
construction of instantons on the Euclidean four-sphere S'4. In what follows we show how 
to adapt this technique to construct intantons on the local coordinate chart R4.
We illustrate the deformation procedure by giving the noncommutative ADHM con­
struction in two special cases. In §5 we look at how the method behaves under quantisa­
tion to give an ADHM construction of instantons on the Moyal plane Rf. On the other 
hand, §6 addresses the issue of deforming the ADHM method to obtain a construction of 
instantons on the Connes-Landi plane R^. It is these latter two sections which contain 
the majority of our new results.
Indeed, an algorithm for the construction of instantons on the Moyal plane Rf has 
been known for some time [21], However, a good understanding of the noncommutative- 
geometric origins of this construction has so far been lacking and our goal is to shed some 
light upon this subject (although it is worth pointing out that a different approach to 
the twistor theory of R f , from the point of view of noncommutative algebraic geometry, 
was carried out in [14]). Using the noncommutative twistor theory developed in [6], we 
give an explicit construction of families of instantons on Moyal space-time, from which 
we recover the well-known noncommutative ADHM equations of Nekrasov and Schwarz.
On the other hand, the noncommutative geometry of instantons and the ADHM con­
struction on the Connes-Landi plane R^ was investigated in [15, 16, 4, 5]. As already 
mentioned, however, this abstract geometric characterisation of the instanton construc­
tion is in need of a more concrete description. In the present paper we derive an explicit 
set of ADHM equations whose solutions parameterise instantons on the Connes-Landi 
plane (although we do not claim at this stage that all such instantons arise in this way).
We stress that our intention throughout the following is to present the various geomet­
rical aspects of the ADHM construction in concrete terms. This means that, throughout 
the paper, we work purely at the algebraic level, i.e. with algebras of coordinate functions 
on all relevant spaces. A more detailed approach, which in particular addresses all of the 
analytic aspects of the construction, will be presented elsewhere.
1.1. H opf algebraic structures. Let H  be a unital Hopf algebra. We denote its struc­
ture maps by
A - . H ^ H O H ,  t : H ^  C, S : H ^ H
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for the coproduct, counit and antipode, respectively. We use Sweedler notation for the 
coproduct, Ah =  ha) O h(2)1 as well as (A O id) o Ah =  (id O A) o Ah =  h{1) O h(2) O h{3) 
and so on, with summation inferred.
We say that H  is coquasitriangular if it is equipped with a convolution-invertible Hopf 
bicharacter 71 : H  O H  —> C obeying
(1-1) 9(i)h(i)TZ(h(2)^  <jf(2)) =  lZ(h(1), ga^h^)g(2)
for all h, g G ü .  Convolution-invertibility means that there exists a map 1Z~l : H  O H  —> 
C such that
(1.2) n ( h ll)1gli )) n - 1(hl2),g l2)) =  U ^ i h ^ ,  g ^ U i h ^ ,  g(2)) =  e(g)e(h) 
for all g,h  G Ü. Being a Hopf bicharacter means that
(1.3) K(fg , h) =  n ( f , ha))n(g, h{2)), K (f, gh) =  n { f w ,h )n { f{2ug), 
for all f , g , h E H .  H IZ  also has the property that
'R'(hli),gli))'H(gl2 ),h l2 )) =  e(g)e(h)
for all g,h  G H, then we say that H  is cotriangular.
A vector space V is said to be a left H-comodule if it is equipped with a linear map 
Ay : V —> H  O V such that
(Ay O id) o Ay =  (A O id) o Ay, (e O id) o Ay =  id.
We shall often use the Sweedler notation Ay(u) =  u(_1) O v{0) for v G V, again with 
summation inferred. If V, W  are left ü-comodules, a linear transformation a : V —> W  
is said to be a left H-comodule map if it satisfies
Aw ° & =  (id O o) o  Ay.
Given a pair V, W  of left iï-comodules, the vector space V O W  is also a left iï-comodule 
when equipped with the tensor product H -coaction
(1.4) A vow(v  O  w) =  u (_1)w (_1) O  ( t ’(0) O  w {0))
for each v G V, w G W. An algebra A is said to be a left H-comodule algebra if it is a 
left iï-comodule equipped with a product m : A O  A —>■ A which is an iï-comodule map, 
meaning in this case that
(id O m) o AÆ:;)yl =  A^ o m.
Dually, a vector space V is said to be a left H-module if there is a linear map t> : 
H  O V —> V, denoted h O v h > v, such that
h>(g> v) =  (h.g) > v, 1 > v =  v
for all v G V. An algebra A is said to be a left H-module algebra if it a left ü-module 
equipped with a product m : A O A which obeys
h > (ab) =  (hU) > a)(h{2 ) > b) for all a,b G A.
In the special case where H  is coquasitriangular, every left iï-comodule V is also a left 
ü-module when equipped with the canonical left ü-action
(1.5) t > : H 0 V ^ V ,  h>v  =  K (vl-1],h) vl0)
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for each h E H, v G V. The action (1.5) does not commute with the H -coaction on V; 
rather it obeys the ‘crossed module’ condition
(1.6) h(i)U(_1) O  h(2) > vi0) =  (/?.(!, > u ) (_1)fo(a, O  (/?.(i) > t ’) (0)
for each h E Ft and u G V. In particular, if A is a left iï-comodule algebra then it is also 
a left ü-module algebra when equipped with the canonical action (1.5).
To each left ü-module algebra A there is an associated smash product algebra AxFt, 
which is nothing other than the vector space A O Ü  equipped with the product
(1.7) (a O h)(b O g) =  a(ha) > b) O h{2)g
for each a,b E A, h, g E H. The main example of this construction relevant to the present 
paper is the following.
Example 1.1. Let G be a locally compact Abelian Lie group with Pontryagin dual group 
G and let 7  : G —>• Aut A be an action of G on a unital *-algebra A by ^-automorphisms. 
Then associated to this action there is the crossed product algebra A x i7 G. On the other 
hand, the G-action gives A the structure of a Co (G)-module algebra and the Fourier 
transform on G gives an identification of A x ^ G  with the smash product AxCo(G ).
In this paper, our strategy is to keep things as explicit as possible, avoiding the technical 
details of analytic arguments and working purely at the algebraic level. For this reason, 
instead of using the function algebra C0(G), we prefer to work with the bialgebra A[G] of 
representative functions on G equipped with pointwise multiplication. In this setting, we 
can still make sense of Example 1.1: although the algebras A x 1G and A x C 0(G) are 
defined analytically using completions of appropriate function algebras, we think of the 
smash product AxA[G] as an ‘algebraic version’ of the crossed product algebra A x i7 G.
This also explains our use throughout the paper of coactions of Hopf algebras in place 
of group actions: the construction of crossed products by group actions is not defined at 
the algebraic level, whence we need to replace it by the smash product algebra instead.
1.2. Quantisation by cocycle twist. Following [19], in this section we give a brief 
review of the deformation procedure that we shall use later in the paper to ‘quantise’ the 
ADHM construction of instantons.
Let Ü  be a unital Hopf algebra whose antipode we assume to be invertible. A two- 
cocycle on H  is a linear map F  : H  O H  —> C which is unital, convolution-invertible in 
the sense of Eq. (1.2) and obeys the condition d F  =  1, i.e.
(1.8) F(ga), f w )F(h{1),g{1) f  {2))F~l (h{2)g{3), ƒ  w)F~l (hw , gw) =  t(f)t(h)t(g)
for all f ,g , h  E H. Given such an F, there is a twisted Hopf algebra Hp with the 
same coalgebra structure as Ü, but with modified product *F and antipode Sf given 
respectively by
(1-9) h » F g =  F(hw ,gw)h{2)g{2)F~l (h{3),g{3)),
(1.10) SF(h) := U(h{1))S(h{2))U~l (h{3)),
for each h,g E Hp, where on the right-hand sides we use the product and antipode of Ü  
and define U(h) := F (h{1), Sh(2)). The cocycle condition (1.8) is sufficient to ensure that
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the product (1.9) is associative. In the case where Ü  is a Hopf *-algebra we also need to 
impose upon the cocycle F  the reality condition
(1.11) F fa g ) =  F ((S2gy ,(S 2h)*).
In this situation the twisted Hopf algebra Hp acquires a deformed ^-structure
(1.12) h*F := v - ' is - 'h ^ ih ^ y v is - 'h ^ )
for each h G Üf, where V{h) := U~1(h{1))U(S~1h,{2)).
If Ü  is a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra, then so is Hp. In particular, if F[ is commu­
tative then Hp is cotriangular with ‘universal i?-matrix’ given by
(1.13) K(h,g) := F{g{1),h {1))F~l {h{2), g{2))
for all h,g G H. Since as coalgebras F[ and Hp are the same, every left iï-comodule is a 
left iïp-comodule and every ü-comodule map is an iip-comodule map. This means that 
there is an invertible functor which ‘functorially quantises’ any ü-covariant construction 
to give an iip-covariant one. As already mentioned, our strategy will be to apply this 
idea to the construction of instantons.
In passing from H  to Hp, from each left ü-comodule algebra A we automatically 
obtain a left Hp-comodule algebra Ap which as a vector space is the same as A but has 
the modified product
(1.14) A p O A p ^ A p ,  ciO b ci-p b := F(a{~1],bi~1))ai0)b{0).
If A is a left ü-comodule algebra and a *-algebra such that the coaction is a *-algebra 
map, the twisted algebra Ap also has a new ^-structure defined by
(1.15) a*F := y- 1 (1S-1a(-1>)(a(0))* 
for each a G Ap.
2. T h e  T w is t o r  F ib r a t io n
The Penrose fibration CP3 —> S4 is an essential component of the ADHM construction 
of instantons, since it encodes in its geometry the very nature of the anti-self-duality 
equations on S'4 [1]. Following [6 , 4], in this section we sketch the details of the Penrose 
fibration from the point of view of coordinate algebras, then investigate what happens to 
the fibration upon passing to a local coordinate chart.
2.1. The Penrose fibration. The *-algebra ^4[C4] of coordinate functions on the clas­
sical space C4 is the commutative unital *-algebra generated by the elements
{- j^ î I j J  =  1, - - -, 4} .
The coordinate algebra ^4[5'] of the seven-sphere S' is the quotient of ^4[C4] by the 
sphere relation
(2.1) + ^2^2 "b ~3~3 "b ~4~4 =  1-
On the other hand, the coordinate algebra ^4[S4] of the four-sphere S4 is the commutative 
unital *-algebra generated by the elements xi ,xl ,x 2 ,x2 and x0 =  subject to the sphere 
relation
+ ^ 2 2^ + =  1-
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There is a canonical inclusion of algebras 4^.[S4] ,A[S'] defined on generators by
(2.2) xi =  2(ziz*3 + ^ - 4), 2^ =  2(^2-3 -  -1-4), 0^ =  -î-î + -2-2 “  -3-3 “  -4-1, 
and extended as a *-algebra map.Clearly one has
(2.3) + ^ 2^2 + ^0 =  (-1-1  -2-2 + -3-3 "f" -I-4)2 =  1,
so that the algebra inclusion is well-defined. This is just a coordinate algebra description 
of the principal bundle S' —>■ S'4 with structure group SU(2) (cf. [15] for further details 
of this construction).
The twistor space of the Euclidean four-sphere S'4 is nothing other than the complex 
projective space CP3. As a real six-dimensional manifold, twistor space CP3 may be 
identified with the set of all 4x 4 Hermitian projector matrices of rank one, since each such 
matrix uniquely determines and is uniquely determined by a one-dimensional subspace of 
C4. Thus the coordinate *-algebra ^4.[CP3] of CP3 has a defining matrix of (commuting) 
generators
(ax Mi M-2 M3\
(2.4) q :=
u\ a 2 V-S V2
;
M'2 V3 «3 Vx
\«3 V*2 v\ aAJ
with a* =  a j, j  =  1 ,. . . ,  4 and Tr q =
«
Clj = 1 subject to the relations coming from
the projection condition q2 =  q, that is to say Y^r <\jr<\ri =  qj7 for each j ,  I =  1,. . . ,  4.
There is a canonical inclusion of algebras ^4.[CP3] ,A[S'] defined on generators by
(2.5) q ji =  ZjZ*, j , /  =  l , . . . ,4 ,
with the relation qn + q22 + q33 + q44 =  1 coming from the sphere relation (2 .1 ).
To determine the twistor fibration CP3 —> S4 in our coordinate algebra framework, we 
need the map J : 4^.[C4] —> 4^.[C4] defined on generators by
(2.6) J(-i, - 2 ,  - 3 ,  - 4 )  : =  ( - - 2 ,  - Î ,  - ~ 1, - 3 )
and extended as a *-anti-algebra map. Equipping the algebra 4^.[C4] with the map J thus 
identifies the space C4 with the quaternionic vector space HI2 [18]. Accordingly, we define 
4^[HI2] to be the *-algebra ^4[C4] equipped with the quaternionic structure J.
Using the identification of generators (2.5), the map J extends to an automorphism of 
the algebra A  [CP3] given by
J(Ol) =  a-2, J(«2) =  öl, J(ö3) =  04, J(«4) =  as, J (« i) =  —Mi,
J(i'i) =  -i'i, J(u2) =  v*2, J(u3) =  -V3 , J(v2) =  u*2, J(v3) =  -u*s
and extended as a *-anti-algebra map. It is straightforward to check that the subalgebra 
of ^4[CP3] fixed by this automorphism is precisely the four-sphere algebra 4^.[S4]. Indeed, 
there is an algebra inclusion 4^.[S4] ^4[CP3] defined on generators by
(2.7) Xo I—} 2 (ax -ha2 — 1), X\ 1—> 2(u,2 + t^), X2 y 2(t'3 — M3), 
which is just a coordinate algebra description of the Penrose fibration CP3 —> S'4.
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2.2. Localisation of the twistor bundle. Next we look at what happens to the fibra­
tion 4^.[S4] 4^. [CP3] when we pass to a local chart of S'4 by removing a point. Indeed, it 
is well-known that in making such a localisation the twistor bundle CP3 —> S'4 becomes 
isomorphic to the trivial fibration R4 x CP1 over R4. In this section we illustrate this fact 
using the langauge of coordinate algebras.
By definition, the localisation A)[S4] of 4^.[S4] is the commutative unital *-algebra
4^.o[»S'4] :=  ^ 4 [ £ i , £ i , £ 2,Ä 2 ^ o ,  (1 + Æo)-1 I + ^ 2^2  + ^o =  1) (1 + ^ o ) ( l  + £ o ) _1 =  1]-
It is the algebra obtained from 4^.[S4] by adjoining an inverse (1 + ;r0)-1 to the function 
1 + xo] geometrically this corresponds to ‘deleting’ the point (#i, #2) #o) =  (0,0,—1) 
from the spectrum of the (smooth completion of the) algebra 4^.[S4], with A) [S'4] being 
the algebra of coordinate functions on the resulting space. On the other hand, the 
coordinate algebra ^4[R4] of the Euclidean four-plane R4 is the commutative unital *- 
algebra generated by the elements
(2 .8) {0 ,c; \j,l =  1 , 2}.
Defining |C|2 := C1C1 + (2(2, the element (1 + |(|2)-1 clearly belongs to the (smooth 
completion of the) algebra ^4[R4] and so we have the following result.
Lemma 2.1. The map A)[S4] —> ^4[R4] defined on generators by
(2.9)  ^  2 ^ ( 1  +  K l 2) “ 1, * 2 ^  2( 2(1 +  K l 2) “ 1, * o ^ ( l - | C | 2) (1  +  ICI2) “ 1
is a *-algebra isomorphism.
Proof. The inverse of (2.9) is the map ^4[R4] —> A)[S'4] given on generators by
(2.10) Ci l—^ ^ i ( l  + ^ 0) 1, C2 |—^ ^ 2(1 + ^o) 1
and extended as a *-algebra map. Thus we have an isomorphism of vector spaces. One 
checks that the elements £ 1 , x-2 , xo satisfy the same relation as the generators x\, #2, ^0 of 
the algebra ^4[S4]. The difference is that the point determined by the coordinate values 
(#1 , #2) #0) =  (0,0, —1) is not in the spectrum of the (smooth) algebra generated by the 
£ 1 , x2l Xo- In this way, we obtain R4 as a local chart of the four-sphere S4, with the 
identification (2.9) defining the ‘inverse stereographic projection’. The point (0,0,—1) 
will henceforth be called the point at infinity. □
At the level of twistor space CP3, passing to the local chart R4 by removing the point 
at infinity corresponds to removing the fibre CP1 over that point: we refer to this copy 
of CP1 as the line at infinity and denote it by Under the algebra inclusion (2.7), 
inverting the element 1 + ;ro in ^4[S4] is equivalent to inverting the element ci\ + CI2 in 
^4[CP3]. We denote by A)[CP3] the resulting localised algebra, i.e.
A)[CP3] := A[qji, (ai + a2)~1 | qj>qw =  q#, Trq =  1, (ai + a2)(ai + a2)~1 =  1].
We now show that this algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of coordinate functions on 
the Cartesian product R4 x CP1.
The coordinate algebra ^.[CP1] is the commutative unital *-algebra generated by the 
entries of the matrix
subject to the relations q2 =  q* =  q and Trq =  1, that is to say ci\ci2 =  û^ûi, =  âi, 
al =  ci2 and a\ + ci2 =  1. With the coordinate algebra ^4[R4] of (2.8), we have the 
following result.
Lemma 2.2. There is a *-algebra isomorphism ^4[R4] O ^.[CP1] =  4^.0[CP3] defined on 
generators by
C l  O  1 I—  ^ ( ö l  +  (Ï2) 1 ( W-2 +  V 2 ) ,  C2 O  1 I— >- ( ö l  +  0 2 )  1 ( l ,3 —  M 3),
1 O Cl\ I—y (öl -|- Ö2) ^Qi, 1 O Ml I—y (öl -|- Ö2) M^-l, 1 O 0*2 1—y (öl 0*2) 
and extended as a *-algebra map.
Proof. We need to show that this map is an isomorphism of vector spaces which respects 
the algebra relations in ^4[R4] O ^.[CP1]. Using the expressions (2.2) and (2.5), we find 
in ^4[5'] the identities
2 (ai + a2)z3 =  x\zi + x*2z2, 2 (ai + a2)z^ =  Xiz\ + x2z*2,
2 ( a i  +  a 2)~4 =  # 1 - 2  —  ^ 2 - 1 ,  2 ( a i  +  a 2)~4 =  ^ 1 - 2  —  ^ 2 - 1 -
In the localisation where 2(ai + a2) =  l+^o is invertible, these expressions combined with 
the identifications q^ =  ZiZ* define the inverse of the map stated in the lemma, so that 
we have a vector space isomorphism. The algebra ^.[CP1] generated by âi, â2, Mi and 
û>l is identified with the subalgebra of ^4.[CP3] generated by the localised upper left 2 x 2 
block of the matrix (2.4), i.e. the subalgebra generated by the elements (a\ + ö2)_1%' for 
i , j  =  1,2. It is easy to check that the relations in ^.[CP1] are automatically preserved 
by this identification. To check that the trace relation Tr q =  . q^ =  1 in 4^.0[CP3] also 
holds in ^4[R4] O ^.[CP1], one first computes that
(aI + 0 2 )  l (z\zi  + ^ 2 - 2 )  l—  ^ 1 O 1, (ai + « 2 )  1 (—3 —3 + - 4 - 4 )  l—  ^ ( C i C i  + C 2 C 2 )  O 1,
so that the trace relation holds if and only if (ai + a2)- 1  1—> (1 + |C|2), which is certainly 
true. Moreover, in A  [CP3] there are relations of the form
(2.12) qijQid ZiZjZ/çZi QuQkj
for i, j, k, I =  1 , . . . ,  4. By adding together various linear combinations and using the 
trace relation Trq =  1, one finds that the relations (2.12) are equivalent to the projector 
relations q2 =  q . Hence it follows that the projector relations in 4^0[CP3] are equivalent 
to the remaining relations in ^4[R4] O ^ C P 1]. □
In this way, we see that there is a canonical inclusion of algebras ^4[R4] A) [CP3] in 
the obvious way; this is a coordinate algebra description of the localised twistor fibration 
R 4 x CP1 —> R4. Moreover, using the isomorphism in Lemma 2.2, the quaternionic 
structure J of Eq. (2.6) is well-defined on the algebra 4^0[CP3], with ^4[R4] being the 
J-invariant subalgebra.
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2.3. Symmetries of the twistor fibration. In later sections we shall obtain deforma­
tions of the twistor fibration by the cocycle twisting of §1.2; for this we need a group of 
symmetries acting upon the twistor bundle. Here we describe the general strategy that 
we shall adopt.
We write M(2,HI) for the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices with quaternion entries. The 
algebra ^4[M(2, HI)] of coordinate functions on M(2, HI) is the commutative unital *-algebra 
generated by the entries of the 4 x 4  matrix
(2.13) A
<Hj b ij 
C'ij d ij
/ q'i Q'2 ßi ~ßl\
O'2
*Q'! Ä ß*l
7i -72* Öl -Ô*
\72 7Î Ö2 SÎ )
We think of this matrix as being generated by a set of quaternion-valued functions, writing
r OL\ — Q'2N
ya'2 OL{
and similarly for the other entries b, c, d. The ^-structure on this algebra is evident from 
the matrix (2.13). We equip ^4[M(2,HI)] with the matrix coalgebra structure
A(^4jj) ^   ^ Air O Arj, c(^4jj) 5ij for i , j  1 ,. . . ,  4.
Dual to the canonical action of M(2,HI) on C4 ~ HI2 there is a left coaction defined by
(2.14) A l  : .4[C4] ->• .4[M(2,H)] 0.4[C4], Zj Ajr O Zr,
extended as a *-algebra map. This coaction commutes with the quaternionic structure
(2.6), in the sense that
(id O J) o A l  =  A l  o  J,
so that we have a coaction A L : 4^[HI2] —> ^4[M(2,HI)] O 4^[HI2] (cf. [18]).
The Hopf algebra ^4.[GL(2, HI)] of coordinate functions on the group GL(2,HI) is ob­
tained by adjoining to ^4[M(2, HI)] an invertible group-like element D  obeying the relation 
D~l =  det A, where det A is the determinant of the matrix (2.13). This yields a left coac-
a l : ^ [ e 2] ->■ ^[GL(2,e)] o ^ [ e 2],
also defined by the formula (2.14) and extended as a *-algebra map.
The group GL(2,HI) is the group of conformai symmetries of the twistor fibration 
CP3 —>• S4 [23, 20]. However, since we are interested in the localised twistor bundle de­
scribed in Lemma 2.2, we work instead with the localised group of symmetries GL+(2, HI), 
which is just the ‘coordinate patch’ of GL(2,HI) in which the 2 x 2  block a is assumed 
to be invertible. The coordinate algebra ^4[GL+(2, HI)] of this localisation is obtained by 
adjoining to ^4.[GL(2, HI)] an invertible element D  which obeys the relation D~l =  det a. 
The coaction of ^4[GL+(2, HI)] on 4^[HI2] is once again defined by the formula (2.14). We 
refer to [6] for further details of this construction.
Throughout the paper, our strategy will be to deform the localised twistor fibration
and its associated geometry using the action of certain subgroups of GL+(2,HI). In dual
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terms, we suppose Ü  to be a commutative Hopf *-algebra obtained via a Hopf algebra 
projection
(2.15) 7T : ^[G L +(2,e)] ->• Ü.
This determines a left coaction of Ü  on 4^[HI2] by projection of the coaction (2.14), namely
(2.16) A w : A[M2] ^  H  O A[M2], A^ := [ji O id) o A L,
which makes 4^[HI2] into a left ü-comodule *-algebra. Moreover, we assume that this 
coaction respects the defining relations of the localised twistor algebra 4^.0[CP3] given in 
Lemma 2.2, whence it makes ^4o[CP3] and ^4[R4] into left ü-comodule *-algebras in such 
a way that the algebra inclusion ^4[R4] 4^0[CP3] is a left ü-comodule map.
3 . F a m i l i e s  o f  I n s t a n t o n s  a n d  G a u g e  T h e o r y
We are now ready to study differential structures on the twistor fibration. In this section 
we recall the basic theory of anti-self-dual connections on Euclidean space R4 from the 
point of view of noncommutative geometry. Following [18, 5], we then generalise this by 
recalling what it means to have a family  of anti-self-dual connections on R4 and when 
such families are gauge equivalent. These notions will pave the way for the algebraic 
formulation of the ADHM construction to follow.
3.1. D ifferential structures and instan tons. As discussed, our intention is to present 
the construction of connections and gauge fields in an entirely ü-covariant framework, 
from which all of our deformed versions will immediately follow by functorial cocycle 
twisting. First of all we discuss the various differential structures that we shall need.
We write £1(C4) for the canonical differential calculus on ^4[C4]. It is the graded 
differential algebra generated by the degree zero elements z j , z * , j , l  =  1 , . . . ,  4, and the 
degree one elements dzj,  dz* , j ,  I =  1, . . . ,  4, subject to the relations
dzj A dzi +  dzi A dzj =  0,  dzj A dz* +  dz* A dzj =  0
for j , l  =  1, . . .  ,4. The exterior derivative d on £1(C4) is defined by d : Zj —> dzj  and 
extended uniquely using a graded Leibniz rule. There is also an involution on £1(C4) 
given by graded extension of the map Zj i—> z*.
The story is similar for the canonical differential calculus £1(R4). It is generated by the 
degree zero elements and tlie degree one elements dQ, d (* , j , l  =  1,2, subject to
the relations
d ( j  A d(i +  d(i A d(j =  0,  d(j A d +  d A  dQ =  0.
With 7T : ^4[GL+ (2, HI)] —>• Ü  a choice of Hopf algebra projection as in Eq. (2.15), we 
assume throughout that the differential calculi £1(C4) and f^ S 4) are (graded) left Ü- 
comodule algebras such that the exterior derivative d is a left ü-comodule map, i.e. the 
coaction (2.16) obeys
A 7r(d^) =  ( i dOd) A „(zj), j  =  1, . . . , 4 .
In this way, the ü-coactions on £1(C4) and on £1(R4) are given by extending the coaction 
on ^4[C4].
Next we come to discuss vector bundles over R4. Of course, the fact that R4 is con­
tractible means that the K-theory of the algebra ^4[R4] is trivial, i.e. all finitely generated
i l
projective modules £  over ^4[R4] have the form £  =  ^4[R4]W for N  a positive integer and 
are equipped with a canonical ^4[R4]-valued Hermitian structure ( • | • ). A connection on 
£  is a linear map V : £  —> £  Cup-*] f21 (R4) satisfying the Leibniz rule
V (£r) = ( V ^ ) x  +  £ O d;r for all £ G £,  x  G ^4[R4].
The connection V is said to be compatible with the Hermitian structure on £  if it obeys
(V f \v) +  <fIV?7) =  d(f |rç) for all f , rj e £ ,  x e  ^4[R4]-
Since £  is necessarily free as an ^4[R4]-module, any compatible connection V can be 
written V =  d +  Q', where a  is a skew-adjoint element of Hon\4[R4](£, £  CU[r4] ^ ( R 4)). 
The curvature of V is the End.4[R4](£)-valued two-form
F  := V 2 =  da- +  a 2.
The Euclidean metric on R4 determines the Hodge ^-operator on £1(R4), which on two- 
forms is a linear map * : £12(R4) —>• £12(R4) such that *2 =  id. Since H  coacts by 
conformai transformations on ^4[R4], there is an ü-covariant splitting of two-forms
Q2(R4) =  f^ (R 4) © Q 2 (R4)
into self-dual and anti-self-dual components, i.e. the ±1 eigenspaces of the Hodge oper­
ator. The curvature V 2 of a connection V is said to be anti-self-dual if it satisfies the 
equation * F  = —F.
D efin ition  3.1. A compatible connection V on £  is said to be an instanton  if its curvature 
F  =  V 2 is an anti-self-dual two-form.
The gauge group of £  is defined to be
U{£)  := {U  G End_4[R4](£) | {U£\Urj) =  (£|/?) for all £, ij G £ }  .
It acts upon the space of compatible connections by
V ^  V u := UVU*
for each compatible connection V and each element U of U{£).  We say that a pair 
of connections V i, V 2 on £  are gauge equivalent if they are related by such a gauge 
transformation U. The curvatures of gauge equivalent connections are related by F u =  
(V Cf)2 =  UFU*.  Note in particular that if V has anti-self-dual curvature then so does 
the gauge-transformed connection V u .
We observe a posteriori that the above definitions do not depend on the commutativity 
of the algebras ^4[R4] and £1(R4), so that they continue to make sense even if we allow 
for deformations of the algebras ^4[R4] and £1(R4).
3.2. N on com m u tative  fam ilies o f instan tons. Having given the definition of an in­
stanton on R4, we now come to discuss what it means to have a family  of instantons 
over R4. In the following, we let A  be an arbitrary (possibly noncommutative) unital 
*-algebra.
D efin ition  3.2. A family of  Hermit ian vector bundles over R4 parameterised by the
algebra A  is a finitely generated projective right module £  over the algebra A  O ^4[R4]
equipped with an A  O ^4[R4]-valued Hermitian structure ( • | • ).
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By definition, any such module E is given by a self-adjoint idempotent P G MN (A 0 
A[R4]), i.e. an N  x N  matrix with entries in A 0  A[R4] satisfying P2 =  P =  P*; the 
corresponding module is E := P(A 0  A[R4])N. Although Definition 3.2 is given in terms 
of an arbitrary algebra A, it is motivated by the case where A is the (commutative) 
coordinate algebra of some underlying classical space X . In this situation, for each point 
x G X  there is an evaluation map evx : A ^  C and the object
Ex := (evx 0  id)P((A 0  A[R4])N)
is a finitely generated projective right A[R4]-module corresponding to a vector bundle 
over R4. In this way, the projection P defines a family of Hermitian vector bundles 
parameterised by the space X . When the algebra A is noncommutative, there need not 
be enough evaluation maps available, but we may nevertheless work with the whole family 
at once.
Next we come to say what it means to have a family of connections over R4. We write 
A 0  H1 (R4) for the tensor product bimodule over the algebra A 0  A[R4] and extend the 
exterior derivative d on A[R4] to A 0  A[R4] as id 0  d.
D efin ition  3.3. A family of  connections parameterised by the algebra A consists of a 
family of Hermitian vector bundles E := P(A0 A[R4])N over A[R4], together with a linear 
map
V : E ^  E 0A®A[R4] (A 0  H1 (R4)) ~  E 0 a r ] H1(R4) 
obeying the Leibniz rule
V(£x) =  (V£)x +  £ 0  (id 0  d)x
for all £ G E and x G A 0  A[R4]. The family is said to be compatible with the Hermitian 
structure if it obeys (V£|n) +  (£|Vn) =  (id 0  d)(£|n) for all £ G E and x G A 0  A[R4].
It is clear that a family of connections parameterised by A =  C (i.e. by a one-point 
space) is just a connection in the usual sense. In general, a given family of Hermitian 
vector bundles E =  P(A 0  A[R4])N always carries the family of Grassmann connections 
defined by
V 0 =  P ° (id 0  d).
It follows that any family of connections can be written in the form V =  V 0 +  a, where 
a is a skew-adjoint element of
EndA®A[R4](E, E 0a®a[r4] (A 0  H1(R4))) ~  E nd^ A p4] (E, E 0a[r4] H1(R4)).
D efin ition  3.4. Let E := P(A 0  A[R4])N be a family of Hermitian vector bundles pa­
rameterised by the algebra A. The gauge group of E is
U(E) :=  {U G EndA®A[R4](E) 1 (U£|Un) =  (£|n) for an £ ,n G El-
We say that two families of compatible connections V 1, V 2 on E are equivalent families
and write V 1 ~  V 2 if they are related by the action of the unitary group, i.e. there exists
U G U (E) such that V 2 =  UV 1U*.
More generally, if V 1 and V 2 are two families of connections on E parameterised by
algebras A1 and A2 respectively, we say that V 1 ~  V 2 if there exists an algebra B  and
algebra maps 0 1 : A 1 ^  B  and 0 2 : A2 ^  B  such that 0*V1 ~  0 2V 2 in the above sense.
Here 0 * ^  is the connection on E 0 Ai B  naturally induced by Vj (cf. [5] for more details).
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In the case where A =  C, i.e. for a family parameterised by a one-point space, the 
above relation reduces to the usual definition of gauge equivalence of connections. In 
the case where the families V 1, V 2 are Grassmann families associated to projections 
P1, P2 G Mn (A 0  A[R4]), equivalence means that P2 =  UP1U* for some unitary U.
Lem m a 3.5. With E =  P(A 0  A[R4])N, there exists Pa G Mn(A) such that there is an 
algebra isomorphism
EndA®A[R4](E) -  EndA(Pa ( A n )) 0  A[R4]
and hence an isomorphism  U (E) — U(EndA(PA(AN)) 0  A[R4]) of gauge groups.
Proof. Since R4 is topologically trivial, there is an isomorphism of K-groups K0(A 0  
A[R4]) =  K0(A). It follows that for each projection P G MN (A 0  A[R4]) there exists a 
projection PA G MN(A) such that P and PA 0  1 are equivalent projections in MN (A 0  
A[R4]). This implies that there is an isomorphism
(3.1) E =  P(A 0 A [R 4])n — Pa (An ) 0  A[R4]
of right A 0  A[R4]-modules, from which the result follows immediately. □
With these ideas in mind, finally we arrive at the following definition of a family of 
instantons over R4 parameterised by a (possibly noncommutative) *-algebra A.
D efin ition  3.6. A family of  instantons  over R4 is a family of compatible connections V 
over R4 whose curvature F  := V 2 obeys the anti-self-duality equation
(id 0  *)F  =  —F,
where * is the Hodge operator on H2(R4).
4. T h e  ADHM  C o n s t r u c t i o n
Next we review the ADHM construction of instantons on the classical Euclidean four- 
plane R4. We present the construction in a coordinate algebra format which is covariant 
under the coaction of a given Hopf algebra of symmetries, paving the way for a deforma­
tion by the cocycle twisting of §1.2.
4.1. T he space o f classical m onads. We begin by describing the input data for the 
ADHM construction of instantons. Although the ADHM construction is capable of con­
structing instanton bundles of arbitrary rank, in this paper we restrict our attention to 
the construction of vector bundles with rank two.
D efin ition  4 .1 . Let k G Z be a fixed positive integer. A monad  over A[C4] is a sequence 
of free right A[C4]-modules,
(4.1) 0 ^  H 0  A[C4] — ■ K 0  A[C4] —^  L 0  A[C4] ^  0,
where H, K and L are complex vector spaces of dimensions k, 2k +  2 and k respectively, 
such that the maps az , tz are linear in the generators z1, . . . ,  z4 of A[C4]. The first and last 
terms of the sequence are required to be exact, so that the only non-trivial cohomology 
is in the middle term.
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Given a monad (4.1), its cohomology £  := Kerr^/Ima^ is a finitely-generated projec­
tive right A[C4]-module and hence defines a vector bundle over C4. In fact, since the 
maps az , tz are assumed linear in the coordinate functions z \ , . . . ,  c4, this vector bundle 
is well-defined over the projective space CP3 [22],
With respect to ordered bases (ui , . . . ,  u*.), (i'i , . . . ,  V2k+2) and (wi, ■ ■ ■, Wk) for the 
vector spaces 7-L, K  and C, respectively, the maps az and t z have the form
(4.2) oz : ub O Z  N , \ O va O ZjZ, tz : vc O Z  \  N L  O w d O Zj,
—/ « j  —/ d,j
where Z  G A[C4] and the quantities M 1 := ( ,\ ) and N j := ( N jdc), j  =  1 , . . . , 4 ,  are 
complex matrices with a ,c .= 1 , . . .  , 2 k + 2 and b, cl =  1 , . . . ,  k. In more compact notation, 
az and tz may be written
(4.3) (j, =  M j O Zj, r, V  N j O Zj.
It is immediate from the formulae (4.2) that the composition rz o az is given by 
rz o (7Z : H  O A[C4] —> C, O A[C4], ub O Z  y  N L M lcb O w d O C,-C/Z,
with respect to the bases ( ui , . . . ,  u*.) and ( wi , . . . ,  Wk) of %  and C. It follows that the 
condition tz o az =  0 is equivalent to requiring that
(4-4) £ r ( N i M U  +  N'drAPrb) =  0
for all j ,  I =  1 , . . . ,  4 and b,cl =  1, . . .  ,k.
Introducing the conjugate matrix elements M 3b* and N dc*, we use the compact notation 
(M^)ab  =  M^a* and ( N l^)cd = N dc*. Then given a monad (4.1), the corresponding 
conjugate monad  is defined to be
(4.5) o ^ r o  J (A (c  2))* - ^ 4  i c  o  J(A(c^))* ^ 4  n *  o  J(A(c^))*,
where Tj*  ^ and are the ‘adjoint’ maps defined by
=  E , M "  o  J fe)* . 4 )  =  E , N 11 °  J fe>*
and J is the quaternionic involution defined in Eq. (2.6) (cf. [4] for further explanation). 
If a given monad (4.1) is isomorphic to its conjugate (4.5) then we say that it is self­
conjugate. A necessary and sufficient condition for a monad to be self-conjugate is that 
the maps az and tz should obey f j ^  = — az and =  f z , equivalently that the matrices 
M j , N l should satisfy the reality conditions
(4.6) N l =  M 2t, N 2 =  —M l f , N 3 = M 4], N 4 =  - M 3f.
This is for fixed maps az , rz . In dual terms, by allowing az , tz to vary, we think 
of the elements M 3b, N dc as coordinate functions on the space of all possible pairs of 
A[C4]-module maps
(4.7) az : U o A [ C 4] ^ ) C o A [ C 4], tz : K, O A[C4] ^  £  O A[C4].
Imposing the conditions (4.4) and (4.6), we obtain coordinate functions on the space Mfc 
of all self-conjugate monads with index k  G Z.
D efin ition  4.2 . We write for the commutative *-algebra generated by the coor­
dinate functions M 3b, N dc subject to the relations (4.4) and the ^-structure (4.6).
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R em ark 4.3. For each point x  E IVU- there is an evaluation map
t x : ,A[Mfc] —> C
and the complex matrices (e.T O id)<7z and (e.T O id) 7% define a self-conjugate monad over
(4.8) 0 -> n  O MC*]  K O ^[C 1] L  O MC*] -> o.
As already remarked, the cohomology £  =  Ker, rz / lm .a z of a monad (4.1) defines a vector 
bundle E  over CP3; the self-conjugacy condition (4.6) ensures that E  arises via pull-back 
along the Penrose fibration CP3 —> S4. This means that the bundle E  is trivial upon 
restriction to each of the fibres of the Penrose fibration and, in particular, to the fibre 
over the ‘point at infinity’.
As already mentioned, we wish to view our monads as being covariant under a certain 
coaction of a Hopf algebra Ü. Recall that A[C4] is already a left ü-comodule algebra, with 
ü-coaction defined using the projection 7r : A[GL+ (2, HI)] —>• Ü  and the formula (2.16). 
It automatically follows that the free modules Ti O A[C4], K  O A[C4] and L  O A[C ] are 
also left ü-comodules whose A[C4]-module structures are ü-equi variant. It remains to 
address the requirement that the module maps az and tz should be ü-equi variant as well.
Lem m a 4.4. The maps az := ^ . M j O Zj and tz := . N j O Zj are H-comodule maps  
i f  and only i f  the coordinate functions M^b, N ldc carry the left H-coaction
r
dc(4.9) M ’ab ^  Y , r O M l b. N l  ^  Y , r < S ^A n) )  O K
for  each j  =  1 , . . . ,  4 and a,c. =  1 , . . . ,  2k +  2, b,d =  1 , . . . ,  k.
Proof. Upon inspection of Eq. (4.2) we see that az cannot possibly be an intertwiner for 
the ü-coactions on 7-L O A[C4] and K  O A[C4] unless we also allow for a coaction of Ü  on 
the algebra A[Mfc] as well. Since the definition of az depends only upon the generators 
M 3b, it is enough to check equivariance only on these generators. It is immediate that, for 
fixed a , b, the four-dimensional ü-comodule spanned by the generators M 3b, j  =  1 , . . . ,  4, 
must be conjugate to the four-dimensional comodule spanned by the generators Z i , . . . ,  z4l 
giving the coaction as stated. Indeed, we verify that
y  M r O  Z r ^ Y '  7T(S(Asr)Ars) O  M* OZ—j r Z—^ r,s
= V  ir(e(Ass)) O  M'  O  ^
Z ----J S
=  V  1 O M s O zs ,
Z J  S
as required. The same analysis applies to the map rz . □
By extending it as a *-algebra map, the formula (4.9) equips A[Mfc] with the structure
of a left ü-comodule *-algebra. This will be of paramount importance in later sections
when we come to deform the ADHM construction.
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4.2. T he constru ction  o f in stan tons on M4. For self-conjugate monads, the maps of 
interest are the (2 k  +  2) x k  algebra-valued matrices
az =  M l O  zi  +  M 2 0 - 2  +  M 3 0 - 3  +  M 4 O  ~ 4 , 
crJ(.) =  - M 1 O 2^ +  M 2 o  -Î -  M 3 0 4  +  M 4 O z%.
In terms of these generators, the monad condition rzaz =  0 becomes cr^^crz =  0. By 
polarisation of this identity, one also finds that <J*^z)<Jj{z) =  o*z az . The identification of 
the vector space K  with its dual 1C* means that the module /C oA [C 4] acquires a bilinear 
form given by
(4.10) (t.ri) ■■= M\r i )  = Y ,  W K ’foA ' a
for i  =  (Ca) and 77 =  (rja) G 1C O  A[C4], with ( • I • ) the canonical Hermitian structure on 
1C O A ( Cg). The monad condition <7 * ^ 0 2  =  0 implies that the columns of the matrix az 
are orthogonal with respect to the form ( • , • ).
Let us introduce the notation
(4.11) p2 := a*az = (7*J{z)aJ{z)l
a k x  k  matrix with entries in the algebra 4^[Mfc] O A[C4]. In order to proceed, we need 
this matrix p2 to be invertible, although of course this is not the case in general. Thus 
we need to slightly enlarge the matrix algebra Mfc(C) O A [ Mfe] O A[C4] by adjoining an 
inverse element p~2 for p2. Doing so is equivalent to deleting a collection of points from 
the parameter space M^ ., corresponding to the so-called ‘instantons of zero-size’ [12]. We 
henceforth assume that this has been done, although we do not change our notation.
We collect together the matrices azi oj^) into the (2k +  2) x 2k matrix
(4.12) V := (az a i{z)] 
which by the definition of p2 obeys
y * y  =  p 2 f 1 k 0
0 I*,
where denotes the k x k  identity matrix. We form the matrix
(4.13) Q := Vp-2V* =  a zp - 2a: + 
and for convenience we denote
(4.14) Q z := ozp~2o *z , Q 3{2) := a j {z)p~2( j \ z).
Immediately we have the following result.
P rop osition  4.5. The quantity Q := Vp-2V* is a (2k +  2) x (2k +  2) projection, Q2 =  
Q =  Q*, with entries in the algebra A[Mfc] O A[IR4] and trace equal to 2 k.
Proof. That Q is a projection is a direct consequence of the fact that V*V =  p2. The
matrices Q z and Qj( )^ are also projections: in fact they are orthogonal projections, since
QZQ j(z) =  0. Moreover, both matrices Q z and Qj( )^ have entries whose A [C4]-components
have the form z*zi for j , l  =  1, . . . ,  4. From the proof of Lemma 2.2, we know that we can
rewrite each of these expressions in terms of generators of the algebra A[IR4] O AfCP1].
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Since the matrix sum Q has entries which are J-invariant, it follows that the A[C4]- 
components of these entries must lie in the J-invariant subalgebra of A[R4] O AfCP1], 
which is just A[R4]. For the trace, we compute that
Tr Qz 'y '  ((Tzp CTz )fifi 'y ] i(jz)ßr{p )rs{&z )sß 'y ] (p )rs{(Jz)ßri^z)  
A J  f i  A L
=  ( p ~ 2 ) rs ( (Jz )*s ß ( ^ z ) ß r =  J ]  ( p ~ 2 ) r s ( ( J > z ) s r  =  Tr l fc = k .f  ■* tt .r .s ^  r  .R
A similar computation establishes that Qj(z) also has trace equal to k, whence the trace 
of Q is 2 k  by linearity. □
From the projection Q we construct the complementary projection P := I 2/H-2 — Q, also 
having entries in the algebra A[Mfc] O A[R4]. It is immediate that the trace of P is equal 
to two, so it follows that the finitely generated projective right A[Mfc] O A[R4]-module
£  := P(A[Mk] O A[R4])2fc+2
defines a family of rank two vector bundles over R4 parameterised by the space Mfc of 
self-conjugate monads.
We equip this family of vector bundles with the family of Grassmann connections
V := P o (id O d). Immediately we obtain the following result.
P rop osition  4.6. The curvature F  =  P ((id O d)P)2 of the family of Grassmann connec­
tions V is anti-self-dual, that is to say (id O *)F  = —F.
Proof. By applying idO d to the relation p~2p2 =  and using the Leibniz rule, one finds 
that (id O d)p 2 =  — p 2((id O d)p2)p 2 (this is a standard formula for calculating the 
derivative of a matrix-valued function). Using this, one finds that
(id O d)(Vp-2V*) =  P((id O d)V)p-2V* +  Vp-2((id O d)V*)P,
and hence in turn that
((id O d)P) A ((id O d)P) =  P((id O d)V)p-2((id O d)V*)P
+  Vp“2((id O d)V*)P((id O d)V)p“2V*,
where we have used the facts that p-2V*P =  0 =  PVp-2 . The second term in the above 
expression is identically zero when acting on any element in the image £  of P, whence 
the curvature F  of the family V works out to be
F =  P ((id O d)P)2 
=  P((id O d)V)p“2((id O d)V*)P
=  P (((id O d)<Tz)p-2 ((id O d)cr*) +  ((id O d)crj(.))p“2((id O d)a](,})) P.
It is clear by inspection that on twistor space Ao[CP3] this F  is a horizontal two-form 
of type (1,1) and it is known [1] that such a two-form is necessarily the pull-back of an 
anti-self-dual two-form on R4. □
Thus we have reproduced the ADHM construction of instantons on R4 in our coordinate 
algebra framework: as usual, we must now address the question of the extent to which 
the construction depends on the choice of bases for the vector spaces 7-L, K,, £  that we 
made in §4.1.
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It is clear that we are free to act on the A[C4]-module K  O A[C4] by a unitary element 
of the matrix algebra M2a-+2(C) O A[C4]. In order to preserve the instanton construction, 
we must do so in a way which preserves the bilinear form (• , •) of Eq. (4.10) determined 
by the identification of K  with its dual 1C*. It follows that the map az in Eq. (4.2) is 
defined up to a unitary transformation U G End_4[c4](^ O A[C4]) which commutes with 
the quaternion structure J, namely the elements of the group
Sp(K O ,4[C4]) := [ u  e EncUq,(K O *4[C4]) | < C ^ >  = (£|£>, J(t/0 = f/J«)} .
Similarly, we are free to change basis in the module 7-L O A[C4], whence the map rz in 
Eq. (4.2) is defined up to an invertible transformation W  G GL(H  O A[C4]). Given 
U G Sp (1C O A[C4]) and W  G GL (H  O A[C4]), the available freedom in the ADHM 
construction is to map az > Uaz W .
P rop osition  4 .7 . For all W  G GL(%) the projection P =  Ü2A-+2 — Q is invariant under  
the transformation az > azW . For all U G Sp(/C), under the transformation az Uaz 
the projection P of transforms as P i—> UPU*.
Proof. One first checks that p2 i-> (azW )* (azW ) =  W *p2W , so that
Qz ^  azW ( W * p 2W ) ~ 1W*a*z = a M i W ' 1 p - 2{W*)~ 1)W*a*z = Qz ,
whence the projection P is unchanged. Replacing az by Uaz leaves p2 invariant (since U 
is unitary) and so has the effect that
Q* ^  Uazp~2a*z U* = UQZU*,
whence it follows that P is mapped to UPU*. □
In this way, such changes of module bases result in gauge equivalent families of in­
stantons. However, from the point of view of constructing equivalence classes of con­
nections it is in fact sufficient to consider the effect of the subgroups of ‘constant’ mod­
ule automorphisms, i.e. those generated changes of basis in the vector spaces 7-L, K  
and C, described by the group Sp (1C) =  Sp (k +  1) C Sp(/C O A[C4]) and the group 
GL(A:,E) C G L ( U o A [ C 4]) [2],
Although it is beyond our scope to prove this here, we note that the algebra A[Mfc] has 
a total of 4fc(2fc +  2) generators and 5k(k  — 1) constraints (determined by the orthogonality 
relations a * j^ a z =  0); the Sp(k +  1) symmetries impose a further (k  +  l)(2(fc +  1) +  1) 
constraints and the GL(fc,R) a further k 2 constraints. This elementary argument yields 
that the construction has
(8 k 2 +  8 k) — 5 k (k  — 1) — (3k2 +  5 k  +  3) =  8 k — 3
degrees of freedom, in precise agreement with the dimension of the moduli space computed 
in [3],
D efin ition  4 .8 . We say that a pair of self-conjugate monads are equivalent if they are 
related by a change of bases of the vector spaces 7-L, /C, £  of the above form, i.e. by a 
pair of linear transformations U G Sp(k +  1) and W  G GL(fc,R). We denote by ~  the 
resulting equivalence relation on the space M^ . of self-conjugate monads.
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5 . T h e  M o y a l - G r o e n e w o l d  N o n c o m m u t a t i v e  P l a n e  R f
The Moyal noncommutative space-time Rf is arguably one of the best-known and 
most widely-studied examples of a noncommutative space. In this section we analyse the 
construction of instantons on this space from the point of view of cocycle twisting. In 
this section we show how to deform Euclidean space-time R4 and its associated geometric 
structure into that of the Moyal-Groenewold space-time; then we look at what happens 
to the ADHM construction of instantons under the deformation procedure.
5.1. A  M oyal-deform ed fam ily o f m onads. In order to deform the ADHM construc­
tion of instantons, we need to choose a Hopf algebra H  of symmetries together with 
a two-cocycle F  by which to perform the twisting. For our twisting Hopf algebra we 
take H  =  A[R4], the algebra of coordinate functions on the additive group R4. It is the 
commutative unital *-algebra
(5.1) A[R4] = A[tv t* I j  =  1,2] 
equipped with the Hopf algebra structure
(5.2) A(i,-) =  1 O t j  +  t j  O 1, e(tj) =  0, S( t j )  = —t j ,
with A, e extended as *-algebra maps and S  extended as a *-anti-algebra map. In order to 
deform the twistor fibration, we have to equip our various algebras with left ü-comodule 
algebra structures, which we achieve using the discussion of §2.3. There is a Hopf algebra 
projection from A[GL+ (2, HI)] onto H ,  defined on generators by
(5.3) 7T : A[G L+(2,e)] ->■ H,
and extended as a *-algebra map. Using Eq. (2.16), this projection determines a left 
ü-coaction A^ : A[C4] —y H  O A[C4] by
(5.4) z\ I—y 1 o  v i, 3^ I—y ti O z\ - \ - O  ~2 © 1 O ~3,
(5.5) Z'2 1—y 1 O Z2, Z4 I—y —1-2 O ~i +  ii O ~2 +  1 O ~4,
extended as a *-algebra map. Using the identification of generators (2.10), the coordinate 
algebra A[R4] of Euclidean space therefore carries the coaction
(5.6) A[R4] —y H  O A[R4], £1 h ► 1 O Ci +  t i  O 1, C2 l—^ 1 O C2 +  -^2 O 1,
making A[R4] into a left ü-comodule *-algebra.
Let (djl), j , / =  1, 2, be the Lie algebra of translation generators dual to H.  Writing
t : = ( v ) = ( - L  3 -  r - s = i ' 2 -
/a  1 - a l ßi ~ß*2\ (  1 0 0 ° \
a 2 Ol\ ß'2 ß* 0 1 0 0
7 i -72* Si -S*2 t\ f* 1 0
\7 2 7Î Ö2 si y \ - h tl 0 1/
this means that there is a non-degenerate pairing
( 9 / , r / )  =  S jS lr , s =  1,2,
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e  = h
which extends to an action on products of the generators t j , t*  by differentiation and 
evaluation at zero. Using this pairing, we define a twisting two-cocycle by
F  : ü  O H  ->• C, F(h ,  g) =  ^exp ( J i O / ƒ  âr/r O < v )  , h O g )
for h, g G ü , where 0  =  (Ö /V ') , r, r ' ■> s, s' =  1, 2, is a real 4 x 4  anti-symmetric matrix 
with rows rr' and columns ss', which we may choose to have the canonical form
/  0 0 0 q \
0 0 / 3  0 
0 - / 3  0 0 
V-Q' 0 0 0/
for non-zero real constants Q',/3 and h > 0 a deformation parameter. We assume for 
simplicity that a  +  ß  ^  0. This F  is multiplicative (i.e. it is a Hopf bicharacter in the 
sense of Eq. (1.3)) and so it is determined by its values on the generators (rrs), r, s =  1, 2. 
One computes in particular that
=  |adfr, F(t*2, t 2) =  -§ /3 i h,
with F  evaluating as zero on all other pairs of generators. From the formulae (1.9)—(1.10) 
and (1.12), one immediately finds that H  = H F as a Hopf *-algebra. However, the effect 
of the twisting on the ü-comodule algebras A[C4] and A[IR4] is not trivial, as shown by 
the following lemmata.
Lem m a 5.1. The algebra relations in the H-comodule algebra A[C4] are twisted into
(5.7) [z3 , z 4\ = ih(a  + ß ) z 1z2, [z*3, z^] = ih(a + ß)zlz*2,
(5.8) [^ 3, C3] =  ih a z i z l  — ih ß z 2Z2, [^ 4, =  ih ß z \ z l  — ih a z 2Z2,
with all other relations left unchanged. In particular, the generators z \ , z 2 and their 
conjugates remain central in the deformed algebra.
Proof. The cocycle-twisted product on the ü-comodule algebra A[C4] is defined by the 
formula (1.14); the corresponding algebra relations can be expressed using the ‘universal 
i?-matrix’ of Eq. (1.13), namely
(5 .9) z j  -F z t =  n i z ^ ^ / ^ z r  -p z / ° \  z3 ■ f  z ;  =  n z r ^ z / ^ z r  -F
One finds in particular that the i?-matrix has the values
(5.10) K { t \ , t  1) =  2F “1(t*,t1) =  - i h a ,  K{t*2, t 2) =  2 F ~ l {t*2, t 2) =  ify?,
and gives zero when evaluated on all other pairs of generators. By explicitly computing 
Eqs. (5.9) (and omitting the product symbol -p), one finds the relations as stated in the 
lemma. We denote by A[C4] the *-algebra generated by {zj,  z* \ j  =  1 , . . . ,  4} modulo 
the relations (5.7)-(5.8). This makes A[C4] into a left üp-comodule *-algebra. □
Lem m a 5.2. The algebra relations in the H-comodule algebra A[IR4] are twisted into
(5.11) [C i ,  Ci] =  i ^ ' ,  [ C U 2] =  - i h ß ,  j , l  =  1,2,
with vanishing commutators between all other pairs of  generators.
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Proof. The product in A[R4] is twisted using the formula (1.14). Once again omitting 
the product symbol -f , the corresponding algebra relations are computed to be those as 
stated. We denote by A[Rf] the algebra generated by (j, ( 2, ( 1, ( 2, modulo the relations
(5.11). This makes A[Rf] into a left üp-comodule *-algebra. □
R em ark 5.3. Since the generators c 1, z2 and their conjugates z{, z *2 remain central in 
the algebra A[Cf], we see immediately from Lemma 2.2 that the localised twistor algebra 
has the form A[Rf] O AfCP1]. Only the base Rf of the twistor fibration is deformed; the 
typical fibre CP1 remains classical.
The canonical differential calculi described in §3.1 are also deformed using this cocycle 
twisting procedure. The relations in the deformed calculi are given in the following 
lemmata.
Lem m a 5.4. The twisted differential calculus H(C|) is generated by the degree zero ele­
ments Zj, z* and the degree one elements dzj,  dz* for  j ,  I =  1, . . . ,  4, subject to the bimodule 
relations between functions and one-forms
[c3, dc4] =  ih(a  +  ß ) z \ d z 2, [-3, d^] =  ih(a  +  ß)zldz*2,
[c4, d^3] =  —ih(a  +  ß ) z 2dz\,  [^ , dcg] =  —ih(a  +  ß)z*2dzl ,
[c3, dcg] =  l h a z id z l  — lh ß z 2dz2, [c4, d^] =  i h ß z id z l  — ih a z 2dz*2,
and the anti-commutation relations between one-forms
{d^3, d^4} =  ih(a  +  ß ) d z \d z 2, {d -3, d ^ }  =  ih(a  +  /^d^d:^,
{d^3, d^g} =  iÄQ'd i^d i^ — lhßdz 2dz*2, {d^4, d ^ }  =  l h ß d z \d z l  — ih a d z 2dz*2,
with all other relations undeformed.
Proof. One views the classical calculus £1(C4) as a left ü-comodule algebra and accord­
ingly computes the deformed product using the twisting cocycle F.  Since the exterior 
derivative d commutes with the ü-coaction (5.4), it is straightforward to observe that 
the (anti-)commutation relations in the deformed calculus H(C|) are just the same as the 
algebra relations in A[Cf] but with d inserted appropriately. □
Lem m a 5.5. The twisted differential calculus H(R|) is generated by the degree zero el­
ements  <!,<*, <2, <2 an(l the degree one elements d(j, d(j\ d^2, d££• The relations in the 
calculus are not deformed.
Proof. Once again, the classical calculus £1(R4) is deformed as a twisted left ü-comodule 
algebra. Although the products of functions and differential forms in the calculus are 
indeed twisted, one finds that the extra terms which appear in the twisted product all 
vanish in the expressions for the (anti-)commutators (cf. [6] for full details). □
In particular, we see that the vector space £!2(Rf) is the same as it is classically. Since 
the coaction of Ü  on A[R4] is by isometries, the Hodge ^-operator * : £12(R4) —>• £12(R4) 
commutes with the ü-coaction in the sense that
A„-(*u;) =  (id O *)A„-(u;), w £ t f ( R 4), 
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so there is also a Hodge operator *% : f22(Rf) —>• f22(Rf) defined by the same formula 
as in the classical case. In particular, this means that the decomposition of f22(Rf) into 
self-dual and anti-self-dual two-forms,
fi2(R4Ä) =  fi’ (R * )© fi2_(R f),
is identical at the level of vector spaces to the corresponding decomposition in the classical 
case.
The above lemmata are really just special cases of the cocycle twisting procedure; recall 
that in fact our ‘quantisation map’ applies to every suitable ü-covariant construction, 
in particular to the coordinate algebra 4^[Mfc] of the space of self-conjugate monads. We 
view 4^[Mfc] as a left ü-comodule algebra according to Lemma 4.4 and write A[Mfc;s] for 
the corresponding cocycle-twisted ÜF-comodule algebra.
P rop osition  5.6. The coordinate *-algebra A[Mfc;s] is generated by the matrix elements 
M 3ab, N ldc for  a ,c .=  1 , . . . ,  k and b,d =  1 , . . . ,  2k +  2, modulo the relations
[ M ^  M l ]  = ih (a  -  ß ) M l M ^  [ M ^  M l*]  =  ihaM*,M?s* + ihßM ^M ?,* ,
[ M Ü ,  M?s*\ =  ih(a  -  ß )M lb* M l \  [ M l ,  M l*]  =  - i h ß M ^ M ? ,*  -  H i a M ^ M l *
and the *-structure (4.6). The generators M 3, M 4, M 3*, M A* are central in the algebra.
Proof. From Lemma 4.4 we read off the ü-coaction on generators MJ, j  =  1 , . . . , 4 ,  
obtaining
M 1 ^  1 O M ' -  t l  O M 3 + t 2 O M ' .  M 3 ^  1 O M 3,
M 2 ^  1 O M 2 - t *  O M 3 - U  O M ' .  M '  ^  1 O M ' .
which we extend as a *-algebra map. The deformed relations follow immediately from 
an application of the twisting formula (1.14). The coaction of Ü  on 4^[Mfc] does not 
depend on the matrix indices of the generators MJ , N l , j ,  I =  1, . . . ,  4, hence neither do 
the twisted commutation relations. Similar computations yield the other commutation 
relations as stated. In terms of the deformed product, the relations (4.4) are twisted into 
the relations
£ ,  +  N l M t  +  iH «  +  0 ) ( i l l Sn  -  « " )  =  0
for each b,d =  1, . . .  , k ,  where Srs is the Kronecker delta symbol. □
We think of A[Mfc;s] as the coordinate algebra of a noncommutative space of 
monads on Cf. Although we do not have as many evaluation maps on A[Mfc;s] as we did 
in the classical case, we can nevertheless work with the whole family at once.
5.2. T he constru ction  o f in stan tons on R f. From the noncommutative space of mon­
ads M/-?,. we may proceed as in §4.2 to construct families of instantons, now on the Moyal 
space Rf.
Let R4 denote the Pontryagin dual to the additive group R4 used in Eq. (5.1). Given a 
pair of complex numbers c := (ci, c2) G C2 ~  R4 we define unitary elements u =  (ui, u2) 
of the algebra H p  by
(5.12) Mi =  exp(i(citi +  c ^ ) ) ,  M-2 =  exp(i(c2i2 +  c2t2)).
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It is straightforward to check that u\,  u2 are group-like elements of (the smooth completion 
of) the Hopf algebra Hp,  i.e. they transform as A (uj) = Uj O Uj under the coproduct 
A : H p  —y H p  O Hp.
Lem m a 5.7. There is a canonical left action of  H p  on the algebra A[Mfc;S] given by
11 I > M  1 =  M  1 — h<\<-\ M ' .  11 I > M 2 = M 2 +  h<\<'\
*/, >  M 1* = M 1* -  h<\c\ M " . Ul >  M 2* = M 2* +  / / n r ,  , \ / 1 ' .
u2 > M 1 = M 1 +  11 /r2.\/'. u2 > M 2 = M 2 +  11 /r2.\/:;.
u2 > M 1* =  M 1* +  11 >c2 \ l ' \  »■> > M 2* =  M 2 +  11 ie', M '  '.
with u j > M l = M l and u -, > M l* = M l* fo r  I =  3, 4.
Proof. Recall from the proof of Proposition 5.6 that A[Mfc;S] is a left üi?-comodule algebra; 
it is therefore also a left H p -module algebra according to the formula (1.5). Evaluating 
the i?-matrix by expanding the exponentials as power series, one finds that
lZ ( t i ,u i )  = lZ(t i , id[t l)  = —had{, lZ ( t l , i i i )  = lZ ( t l , i c i t i )  = h a c \ ,
T^(t2, U2) = TZ(ti,icÿ*2) = - hßc*2, TZ(t*2, u2) = TZ(t*2, ic2t2) =  hßc2,
with all other combinations evaluating as zero. Using the fact that the unitaries Uj are 
group-like elements of the Hopf algebra Hp,  one finds the actions to be as stated. □
In turn, there is an infinitesimal version of the H p -action on .4 M,: . given by
U > M '  = \lin.M'. t* > M 1* =  - i h a M 3*, t* > M 2 = \ lm . \ l ' .  /, > M 2* = \ l m \ l ' \
l 2 > M '  = \h 1M ' .  I2 > M l * = \h > \ l ' \  I2 > M 2 = —i h ß M 3, i :2 > M 2* = i h ß M 3*,
with t j > M l =  0 and t j > M l* =  0 for all other possible combinations of generators. Either 
way, we obtain a group action
7  : R4 —> Aut A[Mfc;S]
of the Pontryagin dual R4 on the coordinate algebra A[Mfc;S] by ^-automorphisms. We also 
form the smash product algebra A[Mfc;S]x i i /F associated to the above H p -action, whose 
multiplication is defined by the formula (1.7). With the coproduct A (tj) =  1 O t j  +  t j  O 1 
on Hp,  we find in particular the formula
( M L  o  O ts) = Mi,,Ml,, o  trts + M i b(tr > \ 0  o  t 8,
with similar expressions for products involving the conjugate generators MJ*. The cor­
responding algebra relations between such elements are given by
(5.13) [M3ab O t r , M, ,i O t s] =  [M^,  M cd] O t rt s +  M ^ U , o M cd) Q t s — M cd(t.s > M ^ )  O t r
for j ,  I =  1 , . . . ,  4 and r , s  =  1,2, with similar formulae occurring when the generators
and t r are replaced by their conjugates. Of course, these relations are just a small part
of the full algebra structure in the smash product A[Mfc;S] x i i /F, but those in Eq. (5.13)
are the ones that we will need later on in the paper.
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R em ark 5.8. This situation is a special case of Example 1.1. Recall that, upon making 
suitable completions of our algebras, we can think of the smash product algebra
H p  =  yl[M j:;j ] x ^ 4 [ R 4] 
as being equivalent to the crossed product algebra A[Mfc;s ] x 7 E4.
Thanks to the functorial nature of the cocycle twisting, mutatis mutandis  the ADHM 
construction goes through as described in §4.2. In the following, we highlight the main 
differences which arise as a consequence of the quantisation procedure. The next lemma 
takes care of an important technical point: as well as twisting the relations in the algebras 
A [ Mfc] and A[C4], we also have to deform the cross-relations in the tensor product algebra 
A[Mfc] o i [ C 4].
Lem m a 5.9. The algebra structure of  the twisted tensor product algebra A[Mfc;
is given by the relations in the respective subalgebras A[Mfc;s] and  A[Cf] determined above,
together with the cross-relations
Z s M 1 — \ h ß M i z2, ZsM2 =  M'2:, — \ht 1 / : 1.
Z4M 1 =  ,\ / 1:1 +  \ h a M 3z2, : , . \ /2 = M 2 :1 +  ih ß M 3z u
4 M 1 = M l z I +  i//M ,\/" ; j. 4 M 2 = M 2:.;. — \ h ß M 3z*2,
z \ M 1 = M l z1 +  i h ß M 4zl, z \ M 2 = M 2:] — \Ik 1 M  ' :2
and their conjugates. The generators z\, z2, M 3, M 4 are central.
Proof. The classical algebra A[Mfc] O A[C4] is a left comodule *-algebra under the tensor 
product H f -coaction defined by Eq. (1.4). The twisted product is determined by the 
formula (1.14), with the non-trivial cross-terms in the deformed algebra being the ones 
stated in the lemma. We denote the deformed algebra by A[Mfc;S] O A[Cf], with the 
symbol O to remind us that the tensor product algebra structure is not the usual one, 
but has been twisted as well. □
Just as in the classical situation, we have a pair of matrices az and rzi 
(Tz =  y  M j O Zj, tz =  y  N j O Zj,
z—' j  z—'j  
whose entries this time live in the twisted algebra A[Mfc; s] O A[Cf]. The resulting matrix
V := (cv &j(z)) is a 2k x (2k +  2) matrix with entries in A[Mfc;S] O A[Cf]. We set 
p2 y * y  prom the projection Q := Vp-2V* we construct the complementary matrix 
P := 12A-+2 — Q, which has entries in the algebra A[Mfc; »] O A[Rf].
It is clear that this matrix P is a self-adjoint idempotent, P2 =  P =  P*, but it does not 
define an honest family of projections in the sense of Definition 3.2. Recall that, to define 
such a family, we need a matrix with entries in an algebra of the form A O  A[1R|] for some 
‘parameter algebra’ A,  whereas the quantisation procedure has produced a projection Q 
with entries in a twisted tensor product A[Mfc;s] O A[lRf]. We may nevertheless recover a 
genuine family of projections using the following lemma, in which we use the Sweedler 
notation Z  Z {~1] O Z {0) for the left coaction A[Cj] —> H F o A [ C f]  defined in Eqs. (5.4)-
(5.5).
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Lem m a 5.10. There is a canonical *-algebra map
p, : A[Mfc;S] O A[Cf] —> (A[Mk.^x\HF) O A[Cf] 
defined by p ( M  O Z )  = M  O Z l~1] O Z l0) fo r  each M  E «AfM .^] and Z  E A[Cf].
Proof. This follows from a straightforward verification. One checks that 
p ( M  O Z ) p ( M '  O Z')  =  (M  O Z {- 1] O Z {0)) (M '  O Z ,{- 1] O Z no))
=  M (Z (- 1,(1) > M ')  O Z (- 1,(2)Z/(- 1) O Z {0)Z ,{0) 
= TZ(Mn~1\ Z t'~1\ 1)) M M no) O Z {- 1]{2)Z n- 1] O Z l0)Z H0) 
= K { M n- 1], Z {- 1]) M M no) O Z (Z (0,(- 1,)Z /(- 1) O (Z(0,(0,)^ /(0) 
=  ( lZ (M n~1], Z (~1]) M M no) O ^ (0,^ /)
=  ((M  O Z)(M ' O Z ’)) 
so that p  is an algebra map, as well as
(p (m  o  z )Y  = (m  o  z {-1] o  z {0)y  = (m o  z '-11)* o  z (0)*
=  n { M {- 1)\ (Z(- 1,(1))*)(M (0)* O (Z '-11,,,)*) o  z (0)* 
=  ( n ( M {- 1]\ Z {- 1]* ) (M m * o  Z (0)*))
=  p ( ( M C j Z ) * )
so that p  respects the ^-structures as well. □
R em ark 5.11. Lemma 5.10 is an example of Majid’s ‘bosonisation’ construction [19], 
which converts noncommutative ‘braid statistics’ (in our case described by the twisted 
tensor product O) into commutative ‘ordinary statistics’ (described by the usual tensor 
product O).
As a consequence of Lemma 5.10, we find that there are maps
(5.14) ~az - . n o  A[cf] ->• (A[Mk;h] x \ H F) O K  O A[Cf],
(5.15) f z : K o  A[  Cf] ->• (A[Mk, r] x ) H F) O C O  A[C%
defined by composing a z  and t z with the map p .  Explicitly, these maps are given by
(Tz := ^  M r O zr {^ 1] O zr{°\  tz := ^  N r O zr{^ 1] O zr{0),
which are respectively k  x (2 k  +  2) and (2k  +  2) x k  matrices with entries in the noncom­
mutative algebra (A[Mk;n\ x H F) O A[Cf]. With this in mind, we form the (2k +  2) x 2k 
matrix V := (ô\ à J{z)).
P rop osition  5.12. The (2k  +  2) x (2k  +  2) matrix  Q =  Vp_2V* is a projection, Q2 =  
Q =  Q*, with entries in the algebra (^[M ^JX-H f) O A[C|] and trace equal to 2 k.
Proof. The fact that Q is a projection follows from the fact that Q is a projection and that
p  : A[Mfc;s] O A[C|] —> (A[Mk;f-, \xHF) O >/4.[Cf] is a *-algebra map. By construction, the
entries of the matrix p2 are central in the algebra («A[Mfc;?t]xiiÏF)O.A[Cf] (this follows from
the fact that its matrix entries are coinvariant under the left H F-coaction), from which
it follows that the trace computation in Proposition 4.5 is valid in the noncommutative
case as well [5]. □
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From the projection Q we construct as before the complementary projection P := 
I 2/H-2 — Q; it has entries in the algebra (A[Mfc;S]x i i /F) O A[Rf] and has trace equal to 
two. In analogy with Definition 3.2, the finitely-generated projective module
h]x\HF) O A [Ef])2fc+2
defines a family of rank two vector bundles over Rf parameterised by the noncommu­
tative algebra A l M k ^ x H p .  We equip this family of vector bundles with the family of 
Grassmann connections associated to the projection P.
P rop osition  5.13. The curvature F  =  P( ( i dOd) P) 2 of the Grassmann family of con­
nections V := (id O d) o P is anti-self-dual.
Proof. From Lemma 5.5 we know that the space of two-forms f22(Rf) and the Hodge *- 
operator : f22(Rf) —>• f22(Rf) are undeformed and equal to their classical counterparts; 
similarly for the decomposition f22(Rf) =  f^ (R f) © £12 (Rf) into self-dual and anti-self- 
dual two-forms. This identification of the ‘quantum’ with the ‘classical’ spaces of two- 
forms survives the tensoring with the parameter space A[Mk;f]>3HF, which yields that 
(A[Mk4 x H F) O fi |(R f)  and (A[Mk] O H )  O Q |(R 4) are isomorphic as vector spaces. 
Computing the curvature F  in exactly the same way as in Proposition 4.6, we see that 
it must be anti-self-dual, since the same is true in the classical case. □
5.3. T he M oyal-deform ed A D H M  equations. The noncommutative ADHM con­
struction of the previous section produced families of instantons on R4 parameterised 
by the noncommutative algebra A l M k ^ x H p .  We interpret the latter as an algebra of 
coordinate functions on some underlying ‘quantum’ parameter space, within which we 
shall seek a subspace of classical parameters. To this end, we introduce elements of 
.4 M,: XIH F defined by
•Ù!/. : =  M l  o  1 +  O \ t \  -  M.l, O \ t '2, M;:>, : M 3b O 1,
M 2ab : = M 2b OI + \l;;b o  \t*2 + M,'lb o  V,. O 1
for each a = 1 , . . .  , k  and 6 =  1 , . . .  , 2 k + 2 , together with their conjugates M 3b*, j  =
1........4.
D efin ition  5.14. We write A[9?î(fc; h)] for the subalgebra of A[Mfc;S] x i iF  generated by 
the elements \ ///(.'. j , l  =  1, . . . ,  4.
P roposition  5.15. The algebra A[Wl(k]h)] is a commutative *-subalgebra of  the smash  
product
Proof. This follows from direct computation. The generators M 3 and M 4 are clearly 
central. On the other hand, we also have
M 1 ,\/2 =  M l M 2 O 1 +  M l M 3 O +  M ' M '  O +  M 3M 2 O \ t \
-  M ' M 2 O \ t 2 -  ^i//n M '  M  1 O 1 +  ',\h / . \ / ' . \ / :; O 1, 
M 2M ] = M 2 M ] O 1 +  M \ \ l ] O +  M ' M '  O -2ti  +  M 2M 3 O \ t \
-  M 2M '  O \t2 +   ^\h<I M ' M ' O 1 -  ',\h I M " M ' O 1,
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from which it follows that the commutator is given by
[.M \ M 2] =  [M l , M 2] O 1 -  i //{< 1 -  >)M:'\ \ l '  0 1  =  0.
All other commutators are shown to vanish in the same way. □
Although we have made a change of generators, this does not affect the family of 
instantons constructed in the previous section. In order to show this, let
>' : H f  O A [ m ( k ;  h)} ->• A[M (k;  h)}
be the left action of H F on A.[9?t(fc; h)] defined on generators by
/, >' M '  =  i//n .\/:;. /j >' M  1 ' =  i/,n .\/:;\
I] : ’ M 2 =  Mh 1 ,\/ 1. /, M 2* =  i h a M 4*,
t* : ' M 1 = \h t 2 M  1 ' =  i
t’2 ■ ' M 2 =  - i h ß M 3, t *2 : ' M 2* = i h ß M 3*,
together with t j  M l =  0 and tj  \>' M l* =  0 for / =  3, 4. Let us write A[VJl(k; h ) ] x H F 
for the smash product algebra associated to the action
T heorem  5.16. There is a *-algebra isomorphism (p '■ h ) ] x H p  —>■ A[Mk;f]>3HF
defined for  each h G H F by
M.h, O h ^  O h + M 3b O Vj// -  M.l, O \ t 2h, M,],, h ■ > M 3b O h, 
M 2b O h ^  M 2b O h + M 3b O \t*2h -  M',, O 2h h .  M',, O h M',, O h
and extended as a *-algebra map.
Proof. It is clear that this map is an isomorphism of vector spaces with inverse
O M lab O h - M 3b O \ t \ h  +  M.l, O \ t 2h, M 3b O h ^ M 3b O h,
M ab O M 2b O h -  M 3b O .]/,// -  M'>, O \ h  h, M,'lb O h ^  M',, O h.
By definition, the map 0 is a *-algebra homomorphism on the subalgebra h)], so
we just have to check that it preserves the cross-relations between h)] and the
subalgebra H F. This is straightforward to verify: one has for example that
0(1 O t\)(f){Ml O 1) =  (1 O / 15• \ O 1 +  M 3b O \ t \  -  M',, O \ t 2)
=  (M^ O U +  M 3b O \ t \ t i  -  M',, O \ t 2h )  +  (ii > M 1) O 1
=  (p ( M 1 O ii +  (ii >' M 1) O 1)
= 0(( 1 O t1)(M1 O 1)).
The remaining relations are verified in the same way. □
Our goal is now to see that the parameters corresponding to the subalgebra H F can 
be removed and that there is a family of instantons parameterised by the commutative 
algebra A[9?î(fc; h)]. This follows from the fact that there is a right coaction
(5.16) ÖR : A [ m (k ;h ) ] X J H F ->■ (A[m(k;  h ) ] x H F) O H F, öR := id O A,
where A : H F —>■ H F O H F is the coproduct on the Hopf algebra H F. This coaction
is by ‘gauge transformations’, in the sense that the projections P O 1 and £r(P) are
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unitarily equivalent in the matrix algebra M2a-+2 h ) ] x H F) O Hp)  and so they
define gauge equivalent families of instantons [5]. This means that the parameters deter­
mined by the subalgebra H F in A.[9?t(fc; h ) \ x H p  are just gauge parameters and so they 
may be removed. Indeed, by passing to the subalgebra of A.[9?t(fc; h ) ) x H p  consisting of 
coinvariant elements under the coaction (5.16), viz.
A[23l(k; h)] =  { f l£  A[23l(k; K ) ] x H F | fe(a) =  a O l } ,
we obtain a projection P ^ .  with entries in A.[9?t(fc; ft)]oA.[IRf]. The precise construction of 
the projection P*.^ . goes exactly as in [5], as does the proof of the fact that the Grassmann 
family of connections V =  Pfc;s ° (id O d) has anti-self-dual curvature and hence defines a 
family of instantons on R f.
For each point x  G Wl(k] h) there is an evaluation map
ev.T O id : A[$)ï(k] h)] O A[Cj] —> A[Cj],
which in turn defines a self-conjugate monad over the noncommutative space Cf. In 
analogy with Remark 4.3, the matrices (ev.TO id)az and (ev^Oid)-^ determine a complex 
of free right A[Cf]-modules
(5.17) 0 -► n O ^ [C|] lev-Q'dl?'> JC O -4[C|] lav-old|f'> c O 4tca -f o.
The same evaluation map determines a projection (eviT Oid)Pfc;s and hence an instanton 
connection on Mf.
As described in Proposition 4.7, the gauge freedom in the classical ADHM construction 
is precisely the freedom determined by the choice of bases of the vector spaces 7-L, /C, C. 
Clearly we also have this freedom in the noncommutative construction as well: we write 
~  for the equivalence relation induced on the space Wl(k] h) by such changes of basis (cf. 
Definition 4.8). This leads to the following explicit description of the parameter space 
fm(k;h)  (cf. [14]).
T heorem  5.17. For each positive integer k  G Z, the space W l(k]h) /  ~  of equivalence 
classes of  self-conjugate monads over Cf is the quotient of the set of  complex matrices 
E>i,B2 G Mfc(C), I  G M2xfc(C), J  G Mfcx2(C) satisfying the equations
(i) [-Si, B 2] +  /  J  =  0,
(ii) [BU B\ \  +  [B2, B*} +  I P  -  J * J  =  - i h(a  +  ß ) t k 
by the action o f lJ (k )  given by
B 1 I—> g B i g  1, B 2 I y g B 2g 1, I  i—>• g / ,  J  Jg  1 
fo r  each g G U (k).
Proof. Recall that we write the monad maps àz , f z as
az =  M 1z l +  M'2z2 +  : I. f z = ^ z i  +  N ‘2z2 +  A^ 3 3^ +  N^z^
for constant matrices MJ, N l , where j, / =  1, . . .  ,4. Upon expanding out the condition 
rz o à z = 0 and using the commutation relations in Lemma 5.1, we find the conditions
(5.18) X ' M 1 +  N lM 3 +  ih(a  +  ß)(Sj l S12 -  Sj 2S11) =  0
for j , l  =  1 , . . . , 4 .  Recall from Lemma 2.2 that the typical fibre CP1 of the twistor
fibration R4 x CP1 has homogeneous coordinates Zi, z^, z2l z2] it follows that the ‘line
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at infinity’ is recovered by setting z\ = z 2 =  0. On this line, the monad condition 
t z ° àz =  0 becomes
(5.19) X 'W I '  ■ 0. N 3M 3 =  0, N 4M 4 =  0.
Moreover, when Z\ = z2 =  0 we see from the relations (5.7)-(5.8) that the coordinates 
Zs, z4 and their conjugates are mutually commuting, so that the line is classical. The 
self-conjugacy of the monad implies that the restricted bundle over is trivial; therefore 
we can argue as in [22] to show that the map N 3M 4 = —N 4M 3 is an isomorphism. Using 
these conditions we choose bases for %, /C, £  such that N 3M 4 =  1*. and
tr  tr
( IfcxfcX __  / 0fcxA:\ ^  ƒ 0fcxfc \  ^  ƒ IfcxfcX
Ofcxfc I , M 4 =  I l fcxfc I , A ' I Ifcxfc I , A ' I 0 kxk I •
O2x k j  VO2x k j  \ 0 f c x 2 /  V 0fcx2 /
Now invoking conditions (5.18) for j  =  3,4 and I =  1,2, the remaining matrices are 
necessarily of the form
Using the conditions f j ^  = —bz and à =  tv, which correspond to the requirement 
that the monad be self-conjugate, we find that
D/ _ D* D/ _ D* T/ _ 7~* Tf _ T*JD1 — JD2 , -D2 — ^ 1  ) J  — * 1 * — J  *
Thus in order to satisfy the condition f z o bz =  0 it remains only to impose the conditions
(5.18) in the cases j  = I = 1 and j  =  1, / =  2. The first of these is condition (i) in the 
theorem; the second case is equivalent to requiring
+  [B2, B*} + 11* -  J* J  +  ih(a  +  ß) =  0,
giving condition (ii) in the theorem. Just as in the classical case [11], it is evident that 
the remaining gauge freedom in this calculation is given by the stated action of U (k), 
whence the result. □
Finally, we comment on a significant difference between the parameter space M^ . of 
instantons on the classical space R4 and the parameter space Wl(k] h) of instantons on the 
Moyal-deformed version Rf. Recall that, in the classical ADHM construction of §4.2, we 
needed to assume that the algebra-valued matrix p2 of Eq. (4.11) is invertible. Formally 
adjoining an inverse p~2 to the algebra M^(C) O A [ Mfe] O A[R4] resulted in the deletion 
of a collection of points from the parameter space M^ .. In contrast, this noncommutative 
ADHM construction does not require this. Using the Moyal ADHM equations themselves 
one shows that the matrix p2, which now having passed to the commutative parameter 
space has entries in the algebra A[9?î(fc; h)] O A[Rf], is automatically invertible (we refer 
to [21, 13] for a proof).
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6. T h e  C o n n e s - L a n d i  N o n c o m m u t a t i v e  P l a n e  R j
Next we turn to the construction of instantons on the noncommutative plane R j ,  which 
is an example of a toric noncommutative manifold (or isospectral deformation) in the 
sense of [9]. In particular, R  ^ is obtained as a localisation of the Connes-Landi quantum 
four-sphere Sg, just as in Lemma 2.1 (cf. [IT]), although here we shall obtain it directly 
from classical R4 by cocycle twisting.
6.1. Toric deform ation  o f th e  space o f m onads. Whereas the Moyal space-time Rf 
was obtained by cocycle twisting along an action of the group of translation sysmmetries of 
space-time, the noncommutative space-time R  ^ is constructed by deforming the classical 
coordinate algebra A[R4] along an action of a group of rotational symmetries.
Indeed, for the twisting Hopf algebra we take H  =  ApT2], the algebra of coordinate 
functions on the two-torus T2. It is the commutative unital algebra
.Apr2] := A[s 3 , s ~ l I j  =  1,2]
equipped with the Hopf *-algebra structure
(6.1) s *j = sJ ^  A (si) =  S j Os i , e(sj) =  1, S ( s j ) = s J 1
for j  =  1,2, with A, e extended as *-algebra maps and S  extended as a *-anti-algebra 
map.
In order to deform the twistor fibration, we need to equip the various coordinate 
algebras with left ü-comodule structures. There is a Hopf algebra projection from 
A[GL+ (2, HI)] onto H ,  defined on generators by
(6.2) Tr : A[GL+(2,H)] ->■ H,
( a x Q'2 ßi ~ß*2\
O'2 a*! ß -2 ßi
Tl -72* <*i -^2*
V72 7 i 2^ 51 )
( s i  0 0 0 \
0 s ï  0 0
0 0 S2 0
\ 0  0 0 s \ )
and extended as a *-algebra map. Using Eq. (2.16), this projection determines a left 
ü-coaction A^ : A[C4] —y H  O A[C4] by
extended as a *-algebra map, where we use the shorthand notation (ç,) =  (si,  s ,^ s2, s2) 
for the generators of H.  Using the identification of generators in Eq. (2.10), this induces 
a coaction on the space-time algebra,
(6.4) A[R4] —ï H  O A[R4], I—y Ç1Ç4 O Ci) C2 |—^ Ç2Ç4 O C2)
and extended as a *-algebra map, making A[R4] into a left ü-comodule *-algebra.
As a twisting cocycle on Ü , we take the linear map defined on generators by
(6.5) F : Ü O Ü - > C ,  F(s j ,  si) =  exp(iirQji)
and extended as a Hopf bicharacter in the sense of Eq.(1.3). Here the deformation matrix
0  is the 2 x 2  real anti-symmetric matrix
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for 0 <  9 <  f a  real parameter. It is straightforward to check using the formulæ (1.9)-
(1.10) and (1.12) that the product, antipode and ^-structure on H are in fact undeformed 
by F , so that H =  HF as a Hopf ^-algebra. However, the effect of the twisting on the 
H-comodule algebras A[C4] and A[R4] is non-trivial. In what follows we write nj := 
F -2 (çj , q), namely
(6.6) j
1 1 ß ß \
1 1 ß ß
ß ß 1 1
\ß ß 1 1
ß =  einö.
Lem m a 6.1. The relations in the H-comodule algebra A[C4] are twisted into
(p. /-*\ * * * * * * * *
(6.7) zj zi =  nij z zj , zj z i =  Vjiz  zj , zj z  =  Vjiz  zj , zj z i =  nij z i z j
fo r  each j , l  =  1 , . . . ,  4.
Proof. The cocycle-twisted product on the H-comodule algebra A[C4] is defined by the 
formula (1.14). Just as in Lemma 5.1, the corresponding algebra relations can be ex­
pressed using the R-matrix (1.13): in this case one finds that the R-matrix takes the 
values
(6.8) R (Çj, q ) =  F - 2(Çj, çi) =  njl, R (Çj, =  F - 2(Çj, =  nij.
By explicitly computing Eqs. (5.9) (and omitting the product symbol ■ F), one obtains the 
relations stated in the lemma. We denote by A[C4] the algebra generated by {z j, zj* | j  =  
1, . . . ,  4} modulo the relations (6.7). In this way, we have that A[C4] is a left H F-comodule 
^-algebra. □
Lem m a 6.2. The algebra relations in the H-comodule algebra A[R4] are twisted into
(6.9) C1C2 =  AC2C1, Z*Z2* =  A(2*Ci*, C2*Ci =  AC1C2*, C2C1* =  aCi*C2,
where the deformation parameter is X := ß2 =  e2niö.
Proof. The product on A[R4] is once again twisted using the formula (1.14). Again 
omitting the product symbol ■p, the relations are computed to be as stated. We denote 
by AR?] the algebra generated by Z1, (2 and their conjugates, subject to these relations. 
They make A R 9] into a left H F-comodule ^-algebra. □
R em ark 6.3. Since the generators z1, z2 and their conjugates generate a commutative 
subalgebra of A[C4], it is easy to see using Lemma 2.2 that it is only the base space R4 
of the localised twistor bundle that is deformed. The typical fibre CP1 remains classical 
and the localised twistor algebra is isomorphic to the tensor product A R 9] 0  A[CP1].
The canonical differential calculi described in §3.1 are also deformed. The relations in 
the quantised calculi are given in the following lemmata.
Lem m a 6.4. The twisted differential calculus H(C4) is generated by the degree zero ele­
ments z j , z* and the degree one elements d z j , dz* fo r  j ,  l =  1, . . . ,  4, subject to the bimodule 
relations between functions and one-forms
zj dzi =  nij (dzi )zj, zj dz* =  nji (dz*)zj
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fo r  j ,  I =  1, . . .  ,4 and the anti-commutation relations between one-forms 
dZj A dzi +  i]ijdzi A do,- =  0, dzj  A dc* +  i]jidz* A do,- =  0 
fo r  j, Z =  1, - --, 4.
Proof. One views the classical calculus £1(C4) as a left ü-comodule algebra and accord­
ingly computes the deformed product using the twisting cocycle F.  Since the exterior 
derivative d is ü-equi variant, the (anti-) commutation relations in the deformed calcu­
lus H(Cg) are exactly the same as the algebra relations in .^[C ]^ but with d inserted 
appropriately. □
Lem m a 6.5. The twisted differential calculus n(R^) is generated by the degree zero ele­
ments  Cl, Cl, ( 2,(2 and the degree one elements d£i, d<^ *, dC2, d ^ , subject to the relations
Cl d(2 -  Ad( 2 Cl =  0 , C2*dCi -  AdCi C2 =  0 ,
d(i A d(2 +  Ad( 2 A d(i =  0, d ^  A d(i +  Ad(i A d ^  =  0.
Proof. Once again, the classical calculus £1(R4) is deformed as a twisted left ü-comodule 
algebra, with the relations working out to be as stated. □
In particular, it is clear that the vector space n 2(Rg) is the same as it is classically. 
The Hodge operator * : £12(R4) —> £12(R4) commutes with the ü-coaction in the sense
A„-(*u;) =  (id O *)A„-(u;), w £ t f ( R 4),
so that there is also a Hodge operator *<? : n 2(R^) —>• n 2(R^) defined by the same formula 
as it is classically. There is a decomposition of Q^R^) into self-dual and anti-self-dual 
two-forms
which, at the level of vector spaces, is identical to the corresponding decomposition in 
the classical case.
We also apply the cocycle deformation the coordinate algebra ,A[Mfc] of the space of 
self-conjugate monads by viewing it as a left ü-comodule algebra. We write ^4[Mfc;0] for 
the resulting cocycle-twisted left üp-comodule algebra.
P rop osition  6.6. The noncommutative  *-algebra ^4[Mfc;0] is generated by the matrix  
elements M ^ ,  N ldc fo r  a,c.=  1, . . . ,  k and b,d =  1, . . . ,  2 k  +  2, modulo the relations
m L m L  = r n M Â  N i N l  = v i M A
together with the *-structure (4.6).
Proof. From Lemma 4.4 we read off the ü-coaction on generators MJ, j  =  1 , . . . , 4 ,  
obtaining
M l  »  c* O M ’t . N',k  H- <  O AÏ,,
which we extend as a *-algebra map. The deformed relations follow immediately from 
an application of the twisting formula (1.14). The coaction of Ü  on ^4[Mfc] does not 
depend on the matrix indices of the generators MJ , N l , j ,  I =  1 , . . . ,  4, hence neither do
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the twisted commutation relations. In terms of the deformed product, the relations (4.4) 
are twisted into the relations
E ,  +  m i N l M i t )  =  0
for all j, / =  1 , . . . ,  4 and b, cl =  1 , . . . ,  k. □
6.2. T he con struction  o f in stan tons on Just as we did for the Moyal plane, we 
now use the noncommutative space of monads Mfc;0 to construct families of instantons on 
the Connes-Landi space-time
The Pontryagin dual of the torus T2 is the discrete group T2 ~  Z2. Given a pair of 
integers (ri, r2) G Z2 we define unitary elements u =  (ui, u2, «3, U4) of the algebra H p  by
(6 .10) u  =  («1, w2, m3, u 4) =  (qm i, ç™2, ç™3, C 4),
where (m.j) =  (ri, ri, r2, r2). It is clear that u\  =  u2 and u% =  U4, and that each Uj is a 
group-like element of the Hopf algebra Hp,  i.e. it transforms as A (uj) = Uj O Uj under 
the coproduct A : H p  —>• H p  O Hp.
Lem m a 6.7. There is a canonical left action of  H p  on the algebra «A[Mfc;ö] defined on 
generators by
«* > M L  =  n ( ç * , C ) M L  =  vZ ' m L ,  u t > M i *  =  =  t^ m ^
fo r  j, I =  1, . . . , 4 .
Proof. From Proposition 5.6 we know that ^4[Mfc;0] is a left Hp-comodule  algebra; it is 
therefore also a left iTp-module algebra according to the formula (1.5), which works out 
to be as stated. □
This also gives us an action of the group Z2 on the algebra ^4[Mfc;0] by ^-automorphisms,
(6.11) 7  : Z2 —> Aut 4^[Mfc;e].
The smash product algebra 4^.[Mfc;0]x ii/p  corresponding the to iïp-action of Lemma 6.7 
works out using the coproduct A(ç,-) =  çj O Çj on H p  and the formula (1.7) to have 
relations of the form
(ML  o  u M K ,  o  «,) = tCvr,vT,"(Ml  o  « o «,) 
(ML O u , ) W  O «,) = i f f  'h v T / ß i ; /  O u,)(M l  o  «,)
for j , l , r , s  =  1, . . . , 4 ,  together with their conjugates. This is another special case of 
Example 1.1. We think of this smash product A[Mk-to ] x H F  as an algebraic version the 
crossed product algebra 4^[Mfc;6i]xi7 Z2.
Lem m a 6.8. The algebra structure of  the tensor product «A[Mfc;ö] is determined
by the relations in the respective subalgebras «A[Mfc;ö] and  .^[C ]^ given above, together with 
the cross-relations
M 1:, =  i i j i ' . iM 1 ■ M 1:; =  r n r f M * ,  j . l  1.........1.
as well as their conjugates.
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Proof. The classical algebra ,A[Mfc] O ^4[C4] is equipped with the tensor product H F- 
coaction of Eq. (1.4). We deform the product in this algebra using the formula (1.14). 
The cross-terms in the resulting algebra 4^[Mfc;e] 0^4[C^] are computed to be as stated 
[5]. Once again, the symbol O is to remind us that the algebra structure on the tensor 
product is not the standard one and has been twisted by the deformation procedure. □
Once again we have a pair of matrices az and rZl
(Tz =  y  M j O Zj, tz =  y  N j O Zj,
z—'j  z—'i
but whose entries live in the twisted algebra 4^[Mfc;e] 0^4[Cg]. The matrix V := (az crj(z)) 
is a 2k x (2k +  2) matrix with entries in «A[Mfc;ô] O «A[Cg], using which we define p2 := V*V. 
From the projection Q := Vp- 2V* we construct the complementary matrix P := l 2fc+2~  Q, 
which has entries in the algebra O
It is clear that this matrix P is a self-adjoint idempotent, P2 =  P =  P*. However, just 
as was the case for the Moyal plane, it does not define an honest family of projections in 
the sense of Definition 3.2, since it has values in the twisted tensor product algebra. We 
recover a genuine family of projections using the following lemma, in which we use the 
Sweedler notation Z  Z {~1] O Z {0) for the left coaction A[Cj] —> H F O A[Cj\  defined in 
Eq. (6.3).
Lem m a 6.9. There is a canonical *-algebra map
ß : 4^ [Mfc;6i] O —>• (A[Mk;e]><iHF) 0 4^ [C^ ]
defined by p,(M O Z)  = M  O Z l~1] O Z l0) fo r  each M  E 4^[Mfc;6i] and Z  E 4^[C ]^.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 5.10, save for the replacement of the 
coaction(5.4) by the coaction (6.3). □
As a consequence, we find that there are maps
(6.12) âz : n  O ^[C^] ->■ (A[Mk;g\xiHF) O K, O A[C^],
(6.13) f z : K, O ^[C^] ->■ (A[Mk;0\ x i H F) O C O  A[C 40]
defined by composing az and tz with the map ß. With the coaction (6.3), they work out 
to be
(Tr y  M r O çr O zr , Tz := y  N r O çr O zr ,
which are respectively k  x (2 k  +  2) and (2k  +  2) x k  matrices with entries in the noncom­
mutative algebra (A[Mk;d] x H F) O «A[Cg]. With this in mind, we form the (2k +  2) x 2k 
matrix V := (ùz à j ( z)), this time yielding a 2k x (2k +  2) matrix with entries in 
(A[Mk;o]xiHF) O A[Cj\ ,  and define p2 := V*V. Just as in the classical case, in order 
to proceed we need to slightly enlarge the matrix algebra Mfc(C) O 4^[Mfc;ö] O A[Cj\  by 
adjoining an inverse element p ~ 2 for p2.
P rop osition  6.10. The (2k  +  2) x (2k  +  2) matrix  Q =  Vp_2V* is a projection,  Q2 =  
Q =  Q*, with entries in the algebra (^.[M^.^xii/^) O 4^[C^ ] and trace equal to 2 k.
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Proof. The fact that Q is a projection follows from the fact that Q is a projection and p, is 
a *-algebra map. By construction, the entries of the matrix p2 are central in the algebra 
(A[Mk- e ] x H F) 0^4[Cg] (this follows from the fact that the corresponding classical matrix 
elements are coinvariant under the left ü-coaction), from which it follows that the trace 
computation in Proposition 4.5 is valid in the noncommutative case as well [5]. □
From the projection Q we construct the complementary projection P := 12A-+2 — Q; it 
has entries in the algebra ( ^ [ M ^ x ü ^ )  O .^[E^] and has trace equal to two. In analogy 
with Definition 3.2, the finitely-generated projective module
£  := P ((A[Mk, e] x H F) O .4[E4])2fc+2
defines a family of rank two vector bundles over Eg parameterised by the noncommu­
tative algebra 4^.[Mfc;ö] x ü p .  We equip this family of vector bundles with the family of 
Grassmann connections associated to the projection P.
P rop osition  6.11. The curvature F  =  P( ( i dOd) P)2 of the Grassmann family of con­
nections V := (id O d) o P is anti-self-dual.
Proof. From Lemma 5.5 we know that the space of two-forms f22(Eg) and the Hodge *- 
operator *<? : Q^E^) —>• Q^E^) are undeformed and equal to their classical counterparts; 
similarly for the decomposition £l2(Eg) =  Q^_(Eg) © £!2 (E^) into self-dual and anti-self- 
dual two-forms. This identification of the ‘quantum’ with the ‘classical’ spaces of two- 
forms survives the tensoring with the parameter space 4^.[Mfc;ö] x ü p ,  which yields that 
(A[Mk,e\ x H F) O Q |(Eg) and (^4[Mfc] O Ü ) O Q |(E 4) are isomorphic as vector spaces. 
Computing the curvature F  in exactly the same way as in Proposition 4.6, we see that 
it must be anti-self-dual, since the same is true in the classical case. □
6.3. T he toric  A D H M  equations. The previous section produced a family of in­
stantons parameterised by the noncommutative algebra 4^.[Mfc;ö] x ü p .  Just as we did 
for the Moyal space-time, we would like to find a suitable commutative subalgebra of 
A[M k;e] x H F and hence a family of instantons parameterised by a classical space. In 
order to do this, we introduce elements of A[M k;e ] x H F defined by
M l b : = M l b OÇl , M 2b := M 2 O ç2, JW* := M*b O 1, M * , : = M * , O l
for each a =  1, , k  and b =  1 , . . . ,  2k +  2, together with their conjugates M 3ab*, j  =
1........4.
D efin ition  6.12. We write A[VJl(k; 6 )} for the *-subalgebra of i [ M ^ ] x ü f  generated 
by the elements ,\ //;/, '.
P rop osition  6.13. The algebra 4^[9?t(fc; 0)} is a commutative *-subalgebra of the smash 
product A[M k. ß ] x H F .
Proof. The generators ,\ l 'b and their conjugates are obviously central. The genera­
tors M lbl M 2b and their conjugates are also easily seen to commute amongst themselves. 
We check the case j  G {1, 2}, I G {3, 4}, yielding
M L M cd = (M L  O O 1) =  o  9 =  O Çj
All other pairs of generators are shown to commute using similar computations. □
Although we have changed our set of generators, we nevertheless combine them with 
the Hopf algebra H p  using a smash product construction. Let >' : H p  O 4^[9?t(fc; 9)\ —> 
A[$)l(k; 9)\ be the left iTp-action defined by
« >' K b = m A  Q »' K :  = ViiMiS
for j ,  I =  1 , . . . ,  4 and let 4^[9?t(fc; 9 ) ] x H p  be the corresponding smash product algebra. 
The next proposition relates the parameter space 4^[9?t(fc; 9)\ to the parameter space
T heorem  6.14. There is a *-algebra isomorphism (p '■ 4^[9?l(A’; 9 ) ] x H p  —>• A[M k;e ] x H p  
defined for  each h E H p  by
\ /,!/, O h  ,\ s|//. .\ /,7/, O h  M L  O Ç2 h,
M L  O h M L  O //. M L  O h  ^  M L  O h
and extended as a *-algebra map.
Proof. The given map is clearly a vector space isomorphism with inverse 
M lb O h  ^  M L  O s,' //. M'L O h ^  M L  O ç2 h,
M L  O h  M L  O h. M L  O h M L  O h.
extended as a *-algebra map. By definition, the map <p is a *-algebra homomorphism 
on the subalgebra 4^[9?t(fc; 9)}, so it remains to check that it preserves the cross-relations 
with the subalgebra Hp.  This is easy to verify: one has for example that
0(1 O çj )(p(M1 O 1) =  (1 O s, )( ,\/ 1 O çi) =  i/jI .\/ 1 O ÇjÇi
= I/j I ( ,\ / 1 O ç i) ( l  O Çj) = II j I oi ,\ 11 O 1)0(1  O Çj).
The remaining relations are checked in exactly the same way. □
Next we focus on the task of seeing how the parameters corresponding to the subal­
gebra H p  can be removed in order to leave a family of instantons parameterised by the 
commutative algebra 4^[9?t(fc; 9)}. There is a right coaction
(6.14) ÖR : A [ m ( k ; 9 ) ] x H F ->■ ( A [ m ( k ; 9 ) ] x H F) O Hp,  0R := i d o A ,
where A : H p  —>• H p O H p  is the coproduct on the Hopf algebra Hp.  This coaction 
is by gauge transformations, meaning that that the projections P O 1 and £r(P) are 
unitarily equivalent in the matrix algebra M2fc+2 ((^4[3Jl(fc; 9 ) ] x H F) O Hp)  and so they 
define gauge equivalent families of instantons [5].
The parameters determined by the subalgebra H p  in A[Wl(k] 9 ) ] x H F are therefore 
just ‘gauge’ parameters and so they may be removed by passing to the subalgebra of 
A[Wl(k] 9 ) ] x H F consisting of coinvariant elements under the coaction (6.14), viz.
A [ m ( k ;  9)} =  { f l£  A [ m ( k ;  9 ) } x H F \ ôR(a) = a O 1}.
In this way we obtain a projection Pk.d with entries in 4^[9?t(fc; 9)} 0 ^ 4 [Mg]. The explicit
details of the construction of the projection Pk.d are given in [5], together with a proof of
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the fact that the Grassmann family of connections V =  Pfc;6»o(idOd) also has anti-self-dual 
curvature and hence defines a family of instantons on E .^
Moreover, the commutative algebra 9)} is the algebra of coordinate functions
on a classical space of monads Wl(k] 9). For each point x  G Wl(k] 9) there is an evaluation 
map
ev.T O id : A[$)ï(k', 9)} O A[Cg] —> «A[Cg],
which in turn determines monad over the noncommutative space in terms of the 
matrices (eviT O id)3\ and (eviT Oid)rv, i.e. a sequence of free right ^[C^-modules
(6.15) o ^ n o  A[Cj] {eVx0id)a% /c O A[Cj] (ev*oid)% £  O A[Cj] ->■ 0.
Recall from Proposition 4.7 that the gauge freedom in the classical ADHM construc­
tion is precisely the freedom to choose linear bases of the the vector spaces 7-L, /C, C. 
Clearly we also have this freedom in the noncommutative construction and so we write 
~  for the resulting equivalence relation on the space fXIÎ(k;9) (cf. Definition 4.8). This 
yields the following description of the space Wl(k] 9) of classical parameters in the ADHM 
construction on E .^
T heorem  6.15. For k  G Z a positive integer, the space Wl(k; 9) /  ~  of equivalence classes 
of self-conjugate monads over is the quotient of the set of  complex matrices F>i,F>2 G 
Mfc(C), I  G M2xfc(C), J  G Mfcx2(C) satisfying the equations
(i) /i£>i£>2 — ß B 2B i  +  I J  =  0,
(ii) [Bi ,B{\  +  [B2, B*] +  I I*  - J *  J  = 0
by the action of l J(k)  given by
B i  I  ^ g B i g  1, B 2 i—:► g B 2g 1, I  i—>• g / ,  J  Jg  1 
fo r  each g G U (k).
Proof. We express the monad maps az , f z as
bz =  M 1z l +  M 2z2 +  : I. f z =  +  N'2z2 +  N 3zs +  N^z^
for constant matrices MJ , N l , j, / =  1, . . . ,  4. Upon expanding out the condition tzogz =  0 
and using the commutation relations in Lemma 6.1, we find the conditions
(6.16) N j M l +  rjji N l M j =  0
for j , l  =  1 , . . . ,  4. The typical fibre CP1 of the twistor fibration E4 x CP1 has homogeneous 
coordinates zi, z{, z2l z *2 and the ‘line at infinity’ is recovered by setting z\ =  z2 =  0. 
On this line, the monad condition f z o bz =  0 becomes
(6.17) V ’‘ V/ ' • 0. N 3M 3 =  0, N aM a =  0.
Moreover, when Z\ =  z 2 =  0 we see from the relations (6.7) that the coordinates c3, z4 and
their conjugates are mutually commuting, so that the line is classical. Self-conjugacy
of the monad once again implies that the restricted bundle over is trivial, whence we
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can argue as in [22] to show that the map N 3M 4 =  —N 4M 3 is an isomorphism. We 
choose bases for 'H. K,. C such that A ' =  1*. and
M 3 — I Ofcxfc I , ' — I Ifcxfc I • A I Ifcxfc I , A ' I Ofcxfc I .
\ 0 2 x f c /  \ 0 2 x f c /  \ 0 f c x 2 )  \  0fcx2 /
Using the conditions (6.16) for j  =  3, 4 and / =  1, 2, the remaining matrices are necessarily 
of the form
~  ~  f B i \  „
M 1 =  I £ 2 I , M 2 =  I B!2 j  , N 1 =  I ^  j  , iV 2 =  I ^  j  .
Invoking the relations = — az and = f z corresponding to the fact that the 
monad is self-conjugate, we find that
B[ = -ßB*2, B!2 = ß B l  J '  = I \  I '  = - J \
Thus in order to fulfil the condition f z o az =  0 it remains to impose conditions (6.16) in 
the cases j  = I = 1 and j  = 1,1 =  2. These are precisely conditions (i) and (ii) in the 
theorem. It is evident just as in the classical case [11] that the remaining freedom in this 
set-up is given by the stated action of U (k),  whence the result. □
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